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and said owner shall refuse or neglect
UTAH WANTS
to protect it, and shall refuse to per
DESIRABLE
COUNCIL
PART OF ARIZONA BLIZZARDS
mit it to be protected free of expense
by either the authoriites of the terrl-trMemorial Presented to Congress By
or the county, city or town in
Senator Smoot Postmaster at
which it is situated or by the New
OF EARNING LIU
COLO
Mexico Historical Society, or any
Springer Reappointed.
for the
duly incorporated society
Special to The New Mexican.
preservation of historic structures and
Washington, I). C, Feb. 9. Senator
objects in New Mexico hereafter orand
- Smoot of I'tali in the Senate,
ganized for this purpose; the said
authorities of the territory or of the
Rcpresenta'.ve Howell in the House,
today presmted a memorial of the
county, city or town in which such
I'tah legislature- askhi the permisstructure or object is situated, may
sion of Congress !o annex Arizona
apply to the judge of the district
north of the Colorado river to Utah.
court, within whose district such
SOIL
THE
OF
TILLER
WILL
BE
ASSISTED
Delegate Andrews prersenti to the
structure or object is situated, on
of
Iloise the petition
the territorial
five days notice to such owner, or if
l.r.itrd of education asking for the esTAFI COUNTY SAFE IN HOUSE the owner be a
of the
territory, then on five days notice to Rural Life Has Become More Attractive and Earnings tablishment of a national department
of education.
the agent or representative of the
Increased.
Have
Upon recommendation of Delegate Great Damage and Much InNew County Proposition is owner, in charge of the premises, for
Andiews, Louis Garcia was tcday rethe appointment by the court of three
convenience Is Caused By
Passed And Now Goes
at Springer, Col-(adisinterested commissioners, to apWashington, I). C, Feb. 9 The (Hate needs of country life stand out: appointed postmaster
Roosevelt.
President
by
county,
SenSwollen Streams.
First, effective organization among
to Council,
praise the value of the property in President today submitted to the
Representative Cole introduced a
question, together with a sufficient ate and the House of Representatives farmers, to put them on a level with
amount of land surrounding such the report of the Commission on Coun- the organized interests with which bill in the House today providing for
Sioux City, la Feb. !. The fiercest
the striking off of bronze button medHOUSE.
structure or object necessary for the try Life, together with his message they do business.
blizzard
of the winter is raging here.
In
of'
the
of
honor
als
the
survivors
Forenoon.
Tuesday
Second, a new kind of schools in
protection thereof. The persons seek, concerning same. The message calls
stores and all the schools are closwars.
I!ig
Mexican
Civil
and
Every member was present except ing to have such commissioners
dolthe
ap: attention to the fact that not one
country, which shall teach the
ed and traffic is at a standstill.
Davidson and Tipton, v
Stackhouse,
pointed shall present to the judge a lar was paid of the public money to children as much outdoors as indoors
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
when Speaker Miera called the House
BILLS
petition seting forth a description of the commissioners for work on the and perhaps more, so that they will ANTI-JAP- S
ABANDONS TRAIN SERVICE
to order.
The report shows the prepare for country lite, and not as
the structure or object requiring pro- commission.
""
PASSAGE
on county and
The committee
OF
SURE
Sacramento.
Calif., Feb."
the amount and character of condition of farming life in the open at present, mainly for life in town.
tection,
storm which swept the extreme
county lines reported House Bill No. the land or other
Third, better means of communicaproperty sought to country, says the President, and points
of Bluff- northern part of the Sacramento valuG, for the creation of Ta.tr county out
be appropriated, together with the out its larger problems.
It shows tion, including good roads and a par- Legislators Accuse Speaker
of portions of Roosevelt, Chaves?, names
ing and Are Angry.
ley has broken and the Sacramento
and residences of the owners, how the state and national govern- cels post, which the countrv people
river is falling. Between here and
Quay and Guadalupe counties with if known, or if
are
everywhere, and rightly, unaniunknown, the petition ments can help the peopie to solve
9.
ChronTaiban as the county seat, with the
The
Feb.
the island district there is a slight
San
Francisco
shall so state.
the problems. The message then re- mous in demanding.
recommendation that it do not pass.
from
a
but there is not sufficient cause
icle
rise,
this
special
morning
prints
To
these may we'l be added better
Said petition shall state the condi- fers to the great modesty of the farmof for apprehension, however.
A minority report by Sanchez
and
Sacramento
the
An impassage
predicting
moveto
sanitation;
of
er
for
the lessening
and
the
tion of said structure or object, and
easily preventable dis- both
measures mense body of water is rushing
Pacheco, recommended the passage of
of the
eases
hold
remainof
to
towns
ment
instead
the
to
several
facts
million
in
it
be
any
showing
danger
country
Califor- through causing an overflow between
the bill. The minority report was of destruction
or material injury; and ing on the farms. The national de- people in the slavery of continuous now being considered by the
inwas
for
bill
and
bills
read
the
are
pro- this city ami Davisville and the SouthThese
nia
adopted
legislature.
effects made to induce the own- partment of agriculture is given credit ill health."
undesir- ern Pacfic has abandoned all train
of
formation.
Baker offered an amend- any
the
for
viding
segregation
A
ers to protect said structure or ob- for the aid it has given the farmer.
recommendation is made for an
in the resident districts of service on that route, although there,
ment, the point of which was that the
of
called
to
is
In
of $25,000 in order that able aliens
Attention
the
appropriation
case
the
is
objects
ject.
satisfied
judge
towns
and
question of county seat should be de- that such structure or
cities, and a separate are no washouts. A large force of
the commission may
"digest the ma- school bill applying to the Japanese. men are at work
object is in the commission, namely to show the
termined at a special election not lastrengthening the
terial
it has collected, and to collect
farmer how he can, farm better, live
been so delayed embankments of the right of way.
ter than September 1, 1909, at which danger and that orhe owners of the better and do better
has
Stanton
Speaker
and
digest
business.
The
much
more that is within
neglect to take
election justices of the peace and con- premises refuse
is hardly likely MELTING SNOW MAY
to protect the same, he shall ap- President states his belief that farm- its reach, and thus complete its work." by washouts that it
steps
The
be
elected.
should
CAUSE FURTHER FLOODS
to Sacramentoo
stables
can
back
he
that
get
will
The
become "one of the most digthree disinterested persons to ing
president then states that lie reinfluence
amendment was tabled. The bill was point
his
to
assert
in
against
time
San
Francisco, Feb. 9. The storm
sought-afte- r
nified, desirable, and
gards the improvement of our system
appraise the value of the
said to now prevailing over the entire Pacific
passed 18 to 2, Baker and Walters premises including the said necessary
of earning a living." This all of agriculture as one of the most ur- the bills. The legislators are
ways
structure
with Stanton because they coast has seriously interferred with
voting against the measure, and Brlce or
bedepends, says he, on the farmer tak- gent of the tasks that lie before us be angry
object. Such commissioners,
They railroad and telegraphic companies.
been "bluffing."
he
lias
and Davidson being paired. The fol- fore
feel
entering upon the discharge of ing advantage of the means and op- and, in winding up his message, he believe that both the speaker and the
lowing bill was introduced.
Heavy rains have fallen in southern
their duties as such, shall take and portunities at his command. The says:
House Bill No. 114, by Brice, an act
administration are playing California, causing washouts along
national
believes
President
that
farm
life
has
an
"I warn my countrymen that the
oath before some officer
relative to bringing stolen property subscribe,
and this feeling will likely the railroad lines and carrying away
authorized to administer oaths, that improved in attratciveness and that great recent progress made in city for delay
to
the
Referred
cause the backers of the bills to in- telegraph poles. There is much snow
into,J.he territory.
they will honestly and impartially dis- the earnings are higher than before. life is not a full measure of our civil- sist
committee on judicary.
In the mountains and should warmer
upon immediate consideration.
"I desire," says Roosevelt, "only to ization; for our civilization
charge the duties assigned to them,
rests at
weather follow there will be another
Upon motion of Roberts, the House which
bottom on the wholesomeness, the
oath shall be returned with take counsel with the farmers as
rise of rivers, according to predicwent into committee of the whole to
is
It
not
IN
WAIT
the problem attractiveness, and the completeness, LAYS
their appraisement.
Such commistions of the weather bureau.
consider House Bill No. 90, an act
sioners shall have the power to hear of the farmers alone that J am discus- as well as the prosperity, of life In
in
BETRAYER country roads are impassable. InMany
of
issue
$500,000
an
for
HER
FOR
poviding
the
with
them, but a problem which the country. The men and women on
sing
Yosemite Valley there are now three
territorial bonds for public school evidence and administer oaths to
affects
as
as
well
fix
every city
a time and place
every the farms stand for what is fundaThey shall
Him, Woman and a half feet of snow on the level
purposes. Martinez was called to the for
It is a prob- mentally best and most needed in our After Fatally Shooting
hearing evidence, which shall be farm in the country.
Poison.
Swallows
places and about five feet in drifts.
chair and presided. Roberts asked
in the vicinity of the property appro- lem which the working farmers will American life.. Upon the development
The sno fall in the Sierras, on the
that House Substitute for House Bill
have to solve for themselves; but it is o'" country life rests
our
ultimately
Feb. 9 .Because Ernest. line of the Southern Pacific between
No. 9G, prepared by the committee on priated, and shall notify the parties a
York.
Ww
problem which also affects in only ability, by methods of farming reinterested of the time and place, five
finance be read. The bill as introSrhwanenani. a grocer, had lured her this city and Nevada points is
before
such
hear- less degree all the rest of us, and quiring the highest inteligence,
Such
and
days
hearing.
to from her home and then refused to heavy. There are 18 feet of snowvery
was
read,
duced by the speaker
at
which ing may be adjourned from time to therefore if we can render any help continue to feed and clothe the hunwhen she was left witnout the summit and seven feet at Truckee.
her
thereupon the substitute
marry
toward
its
solution, it is not only our gry nations; to supply the city with
bill time, in order to complete the same.
fainilv and friends, Martha Erichsen, All trains are badly delayed.
changes the phraseology of the
fresh blood, clean bodies, and clear who also conducts a grocery store, BLIZZARD ENGULFS
of the Such commissioners shall be allowed -duty but our interest to do so.".
committee
The
considerably.
NEBRASKA.
He
further states that, "It is of the brains that can endure the terrific
such compensation for their services
for six hours under a viaduct
whole rose after deciding to recomwaited
Lincoln,
9.
A blizzard
Feb.
Neb.,
first
the United strain of modern life; we need the
importance that
as the judge of the district court may
mend the substitue bill for passage.
for Srhwanenani to appear. When he is raging throughout, the state. The
States
of
Department
to
be
deem
and
Agriculture, development of men in the open coun- showed
repaid by
proper
just
The committee then rose and reported
storm began last night with rain, acup, the woman whipped a
through which as
agent the try, who will be in the future, as in volver from her muff and fired three
to the House. The bill was passed the petitioner. They shall .report to ideas the commissionprime
companied by thunder and lightning
must
stands
for
of
the past, the stay and strength of the shots at him, inflicting dangerous and
without discussion or dissenting vote. the court an appraisal of the value
the rest of the features of an
the
reach
should
become
withpeople,
to
be
2
in
taken
the
o'clock
in
time of war, and its guid- and
nation
premises proposed
fatal wounds. She then autumn downpour. Later the rain
perhaps
Adjournment was taken until
In
out
a
fact
delay
order to protect such structure or obDepartment of ing and controlling spirit in time of snapped the
revolver at changed to snow and
empty
tomorrow afternoon.
the
;
ject; and upon the confirmation of Country Life, fitted to deal not only peace."
started to dropped to zero. The wind mercury
and
brother
Schwanenam's
COUNCIL Tuesday Afternoon.
with
atalned a
also
but
with
all
crops,
the
and
the
Council
to
paysuch
largthe
lack
a
of
on
the
New
the
judge,
report by
Owing
space the
run. She was overtaken and
President Spiess called
fifty-twof
miles
velocity
an hour.
er
in
of
life
the
aspects
open country. Mexican will publish a synopsis of
ment to the owners thereof of the
to order at 2:30 p. m.
way to the station she swallowed po!s Railroad trains are belated and teleFrom
all
has
that
been
done
and
on
the
iii
sum
the
the
Commission's
agriappraisers,
reported by
report in tomor- on and was taken to the hospital
Mechem, for the committee
graphic communication is interrupted,
Council right of possession of said premises learned three great general and imnief row's issue.
a dving condition.
culture, reported favorably
FALLING TEMPERATURE
to ihe public authorities
Bill No. 53, an act to regulate the shall belong
IS REPORTED
medicine.
making the application or to the HisFRANCE AND GERMANY
practice of veterinary
as the WELL KNOWN INDIAN
9. Falling temKansas
Feb.
or
other
introductorical
City,
society,
were
TERM?
Society
bills
ON
FRIENDLY
TERRIFiC SAND STORM
The following
'
perature is reported all over the
case may be.
AUTHORITY
ARRESTED
AT
C1By
No.
Bill
by
Council
Either
ALBUQUERQUE Paris, Feb. 9. France and Germ- southwestern district today, Thn'
party feeling aggrieved
Estavan Baca,
adwithin
wind is again blowing and promises
,
and
assessment
may,
made,
the
settlement
the
for
61, an act
agree- to
any today signed a
ofand Followed
the filing of such Charged With Embezzlement
after
challenge the proportions of last
public
claims
days
of
twenty
against
By Bitter Cold Almost Im- ment concerning Morocco, thus banjustment
to
Making Out False Vouchers.
week's storm. Zero weather is re
ficers. Referred to the committee on appraisement, appeal therefrom
Be Out Doors Withto
possible
has
for
which
years
ishing the specter
ported in Kansas, and AmariUo, Tex.,
the district court of the county in
territorial affairs.
out Goggles.
loomed up intermittently us caused
or
may
the temperature there as 1
property
Council Bill No. 62, by President which such premises
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 9. Samuel Mcbetween reported
by tlie strained relations
of
a
demand
jury
above
at 7 o'clock this mornapthe
and
be
for
degree
situated,
Cowan of Degraff, Kan., one of the
Spiess, an act providing
Says the Albuquerque Journal
of the two countries. The agreement in- ing.
of .dis- twelve men to estimate the compen- he.''l. known Tnrllnn unHi.n,.iti.T. 111 tho
and
compensation
11117
pointment
HUIHUII11C3
this morning: "Beginning with a few sures perfect allegience to the terms
trict attorneys, their duties, etc. "Re- sation to be paid.
country, was arrested here yesterday preliminary moans and murmurs at of the Algeciras act. Of the greatest BLINDING SNOW STOPS TRAINS.'
to
'
accept
In case the owners refuse
ferred to the committee on judiciary.
Watertown, S. D., Feb. 9. Blinding
by the federal authorities on a grand midnight Sunday night a terrific sand- importance is the moral effect of esCouncil Bill No. 63, by President the award made by the appraisers or jury indictment, charging him with storm from
driven by a sixty-mil- e
snow,
gale, has
the mesas to the west tablishing a broad basis of friendly
amount shall be depos- embezzlement and
totied
all
in
trains
of alighted
this
Spiess, an act to amend Chapter 771, the jury, the
section
up
nations
two
misappropriation
the
between
relations
plump in the middle of the
Laws of 1907, relating to pharmacy. ited with the cknk of the district federal funds while superintendent of Rio Grande
The northwestern passenger
so to day.
been
have
which
separated,
valley
morning
Referred to the committee on judici- court of the district.
train for St. Paul, which left here last
the Indian School at Chilocco, Okla., and raged without yesterday
intermission until speak, since the war of 1S70.
of the authorthe
be
shall
duty
It
in 1908. He was released on bond.
ary.
been
A
night, is stuck in a drift and all other
has
coincidence
sunset
when
it subsided, the adobe
striking
the posthus
obtaining
or
society
ity
President
returnNo.
which
indictments
The
were
Bill
64,
Council
by
cleaerd from the atmosphere and the found in the fact that the agreement trains have been annulled.
session of such premises, to take im- ed on Friday last, consist of nine
Sections
repealing
request,
by
Spiess,
thermometer dropped Into the bottom was signed at the moment of the ar
to protect the structure counts
five of the tube or at
embezz'ement
and
1259 to 1265, of the Compiled Laws of mediate steps
alleging
rival in Berlin of King Edward. This EFFORT TO BREAK UP
least
or
Referred or object in danger of destruction ob- for making false vouchers. The char- a ways down. For a dropped quite wits particularly noticeable as there
HARRIMAN MERGER
1897, relating to pharmacy.
or
sandstorm,
structures
pure
McCowan converted and simple
that
ges
allege
to the committee on judiciary. The damage; and sa'd for
in
was
inclination
diplomatic
strong
yesterday's specimen was
public use, and
be held
bill regulates the sale of poisons and jects shall
money belonging to the Indians, to hard to beat and the fine super-soi- l
quarters to consider the improvement
Cincinnati, Feb. 9. The taking of
who
all
of
to
tlw
Inspection
be
open
his own use,, and also took grain and filtered into even the most
abortives.
as testimony in the case of the governof the Franco-Germarelations
tightly
desire to vis them.
live stock and that he made false closed houses all
of the objects of this visit.
ment against the Union Pacfic, E. H.
Council Bill No. 65, by Upton, an act
day to the despair one
on the part vouchers
case
of
any
In
neglect
money of housekeeprs.
thereby
securing
to repeal Section 1592 of the Compiled
Harriman and others, was begun bewas
almost
tl
imposor society, any cit- from the United States
BRITISH KING ARto
sible
fore the special
Laws of 1897. The bill provides that of such authority
examiner
abroad
go
without
today.
goggles
can apply to the at St. Louis. There is an alleged
RIVES IN BERLIN About 33 witnesses Including promiin the future school property cannot ' izen of the county
and the high wind which at times ap!
custod-a
of
shortage of $1,500 and the indictbe disposed of by school authorities court for the appointment
Berlin, Feb. 9. King Edward oi nent railroad men, were subpoenaed.
act under the orders of ments intimate that an additional proached the proportions of a young England,
shall
who
ian,
elecschool
vote
of
the
accompanied by Queen Alex- The case was filed a year ago in the
hurricane
did considerable
except upon
damage
of such sum was
wrongfully secured.
tors of the districts, but validates also, the court in the protection
about the city to chimneys, sign andria, arrived in Berlin this morning United States , court and seeks to
such disposal of property in the past structure or objects.
Agents of the federal government boards, trees and fences, while a num- from London and were given a warm break up the so called merger of the
Council Bill No. 53, creating a board have beeri workng on the McCowan ber of roofs were slightly damaged. welcome by the Emperor and German Harriman lines.
under the above section. Referred to
of territory surgery, and provides for accounts for almost a year and the Heavy snows are reported from the authorities. The city is gaily decorat
the committe on ducation.
Testimony was given to show that
of ap: indictments were
based on their re- northern part of the territory with ed in honor of the visitors and large the railroads 'and shippers in Cincin-naa- ti
Prince introduced Council Bill No. the examination and licensing
vetcrowds have gathered in the streets
and vicinity have for years been
port. .
for the protection and plicants who desire to practice
. designed
falling temperature everywhere."
dentisand
medicine
which are liberally decorated with regarding the Southern Pacific and
surgery,
Mr. McCowan was superintendent
preservation of such historic struc- erinary
on the
flags, to. witness the procession to the the Union Pacific railroads as one line
of the Indian's government exhibit INSURANCE
tures as the Garita in Santa Fe, the try in, the territory, was laid
COMPANIES
the
request
tomorrow
until
upon
'table
palace.
and that the consolidation of agencies
at the Louisiana purchase exposition
church ruins at Pecos, Abo, Taos, etc.,
RESENT PROPOSED MEASURE
The visiting king and queen were and other actions indicated a mergdesired to examine the at St. Louis, and at the time of his
giving the right of condemnation of of Prince who
given a public
reception of much ing of interests. The witnesses testi.such structures, of necessity requires. measure more closely.
arrest, was preparing to go to Seat9
Feb.
The
old
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
announced
greater heartiness than had been an- fying to that effecst said that various
The bill was referred to the committle to take charge of a similar exActing Governor Jaffa
line companies are putting up a stren- ticipated and a large per cent of the
tee on education and reads as follows: that he had signed Council Joint Res- - hibit during the approaching fair.
independent lines of the West had
uous opposition to the passage of the people of Berlin
for
j olution
the
No. 11, providing .
gathered on the agents here and actively sought busiAn act to provide for the preservaGoodrich council bill, which provides streets to participate in the demon- ness in this field.
tion of historic structures and ob- printing of 500 copies tor members SPECTACULAR RESCUE
that all life insurance companies do- strations of welcome. The reception
Memorjof Congress of Council Joint
jects.
OF SLEEPING TENANTS
business in tire territory shall in- was entirely respectful and no one TEMPERANCE MEASURE ing
and
to
No.
ial
4, relating
statehood;
Be it enacted by the legislative as9. Fire which vest a per cent of reserve
Feb.
Norwich,
Conn.,
amounting attempted to start any counter demCAUSES FLURRY
sembly of the territory of New Mex- also Council Joint Resolution No. 9, broke out in the Shannon building to about 41
per cent of the premiums onstrations.
providing for the sending to each
ico:
early today was attended by spectacu- collected in Arizona, In Arizona sePhoenix, Ariz., Feb. 9. A heated
Section 1. Whenever any struc- member of Congress of a copy of lar rescue work. The upper floors of curities, which shall be
with
MAKE AN ASSIGNMENT.
deposited
of
official
the
is being carried on In the Arisouvenir
the
Irrigation
fight
inor
ture
object, of general historic
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 9 Lamprecht zona legislature over the Pace bill;
at Albuquerque, at a cost not the building were used as apartments. the commlss'oner in this territory.
terest and value to the community, Congress
People were awakened by the fire- Representatives of two of the big Brothers and
to exceed $750.
company, bankers and providing for a, majority rule in local
located on private property, shall be
men and carried down the ladders companies elaim th-i- t
they will with- brokers, filed a deed of assignment option elections out of the hands of
Substitute House Bill No. 96, pro- from the third story. Many
in danger of destruction or material
escaped draw from the terirtory if the bill is In the insolvency court today. The the committee.
Unable to muster a
Injury, through the neglect of the
without assistance. The building was passed. Jlome companieri are favor- assets are
to
be
stated
above
$50,000
the
advocates
temperance
majority
owner of said property to protect It,
(Continued On Page Bight.)
destroyed, entralling a loss of $300,000. ing the bill.
the liabilities.
are unprepared to vote,
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Such Will Farming Become Says President Roosevelt
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18.50
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12.50
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16.00
14.00
10.00
8.00
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PEKbOiN AL L'KUPERTY LOAWS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and jwelry aa ow as J10 and t. Jiigh n
Loana are strictly private. Time one month to one yeT. Ratal

Con-charg-
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j

Economy in Fuel

;

1206,
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at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phon

Phone 108.

the only

f
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SPECIAL
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iQO Bars
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Js9 "AT REDUCED PRICES

Sh; W ood-Pa-

Pie Fruit in Gal. Cans
s
n

i
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe,
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$2.65 pei Bos

inter urocery
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Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

Tight Heaters

10B.

is Stst Tt.

torn

Appearance

i

,,,.,

Call and see us before borrowing.

nrl

f

'

livpred,
Evpry cnit will bp t ressed before
Come at once and have you r firs tc hoi ce

Win. FAR A

MONDAY FEB11UARY 8TH.

j

OTHERS MAKES

5

OUR ANNUAL

WILL CURE

f&lARX
Sale
$27.50

Suits

$3250

J

S

X

Pneumonia
Another
death from pneumonia, is reported in
of
that
Salvador
Albuquerque,
aged 64 years, who died SunHe is survived by two sons,
day.
Rev. A. C. Gonzales, pastor of the
First Methodist Episcopal church at
Albuquerque, and Solomon Gonzales.
Also one daughter, Mrs. Ellas Lucero.
Death of Doctor Lord's Father
WILL COMMENCE
News has been received from Schenectady, N. Y., of the death of the father of Dr. X. S. Lord, formerly of this
city, Dr. F. R. Lord of Las Vegas.went
AND WILL CONTINUE DURING
east to attend the funeral, he .being, a
.
son of the deceased.
The latter visTHE BALANCE OF THE MONTH.
ited Santa Fe several summers ago
and made a host of friends during his
This important event reveals unusual bargains. In adstay.
RHEUMATISM CUTS, OLD
Deaths
at
Three
Albuquerque
dition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
deaths' occurred at Albuquerque yesSTIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
commendable
features. Exclusiveness of styles and
SCALDS, ETZ.,
terday. Lucinda, daughter of Mr. and
an unusually large assortment to select from.
G. A. Friodol, Dallas, Tex.
Mrs. Fauslln Garcia, was one of the;
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow
victims. Salvador M. Gonzales, aged
Liniment for my family. It
Mrs.
(It years, died of pneumonia.
THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.
is the best Liniment made.
Pearl Dulin, aged 20 years, died of
relieves burns andscalds.'
It
She is survived by her
tuberculosis.
25c, 50c and $1.00
husband and one child. The remains
FOR A HALF CENTURY
went east today to Springfield, Mo.,
Phone 219
P O Box 8G.
Ballard Snow Liniment Co
for interment.'
THE LEADING DRY GOODS
ST.
MO.,
LOUIS,
After Car Thieves The Santa Fe Is
"3?
HOUSE IN THE CITY.
making an effort to stop the theft of
has
as
cars
there
from
goods
freight
Sold and Recommended by
been considerable trouble in that line
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The company has
in recent months.
distributed printed notices
offering!
$23 reward for information leading to hauled to complete the bed on which
conviction of any person for break-- . the track will be laid."
e
Assault With Deadly Weapon
ing into cars or stealing property in
of the company for any pur-- ! stable H. C. Montoya yesterday went
pose, also for throwing rocks or other to Nambe where he arrested Antonio
missiles at cars or for tampering with vigil charged with the assault of Hil-an- y
railroad switches when not hav- - ario Padilla with a deadly weapon,
ing any authority to do so.
Tadilla is suffering from several scalp
No Dance Thursday On account of wounds.
for a
Vigil is scheduled
Si
the death of Miss Mary Morrison, the hearing before .Judge J. M. Garcia
dance to have been given by the this afternoon.
Woman's Board of Trade on next
one
LjncoIn Centenary-T- he
has been called off.i , ... nnniv(,rRlirv nf thn
Thursday
nf
miss Morrison was lur years pionii-- .Yuranam. Lincoln will be commem
nentiy eonnecreu wiui tne woman s orated in the High school auditorium
Board of Trade. She was one of its
12, under
most active members, foremost in all Friday evening, February
the auspices of Carleton Post, No. 3,
of its affairs and an ever ready and G. A. R.
The program is as follows:
willing worker. Much of the success
Invocation by Rev. E. C. Anderson.
of the organization was due to her
Song "Battle Hymn of the Repubuntiring zeal and her loss is deeply lic," by the audience.
THEY NEVER GO OUT
mourned by every member.
Sketch of Abraham Lincoln, by
Windy at Albuquerque "A west Hon. A. L. Morrison, Sr.
wind played havoc with bill boards
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, by J.
and trees and outhouses in AlbuquerCOLES
THE ORIGINAL
COLES
D. Sena, mayor of Santa Fe.
A big tree
que yesterday afternoon.
Downdraft
On the Old Camp
and
Absolute!
"Tenting
Song
only
Magazine for
on South Second street between Lead
choir.
the
Ground,"
by
Air
Air
Hard Cold
Tight
and Coal avnues lost a large limb that
Tight
.
Song "Star Spangled Banner," by
fell across the street at noon, carrying
a tang'e of electric light and telephone the audience.
Address, "Life and Character of
wires with it, A large bill board oa
The abce cuts represent the nearest aproach
Hon. T. B. Catron.
Lincoln,"
Seventh street near Central was upto modern heating of anything ever placed on the
audience.
the
Song "America," by
ended so that the stakes which had
Anderson.
C.
E.
Rev.
Benediction
by
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
held it were pointed toward the sky.
The scaffolding of a new house on
Very Merry Party It was a very
securing the agency for this line and respect
North Twelfth street was blown down. merry party that went to Estancia
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
The telephone linemen worked with Saturday afternoon on train No. 1 of
still
a
and
Mexico
of
Central
New
the
having purchased heavily. We are in position
difficulty." Albuquerque Citizen.
entertained
was
by
one
that
on
merrier
to
Railroad
to
make exceedingly low prices.
Progress
Hagan
town
engineer Farwell left Albuquerque the voung men of that thriving
with a gang of over twenty laborers at a dance in P.ennet hall. The party
f.o work 011 the construction of the after enjoying the dance and a sumpEastern railroad at tuous supper, returned Sunday mornAlbuquerque
"Work on the ing on a special train provided by
Camp San Pedro.
vl
building of the road between Hagan the New Mexico Central railroad. It
and Moriarty is progressing most sat- was a most enjoyable affair and all
isfactorily," said Mr. Vastan, superin- who attended are high in their praise
tendent of construction at that. camp. of the entertainment. The party was
"We have a large force of laborers composed of the Misses Parker, Johnat work and with the addition of the son, Mary Johnson, MacKenzie, Jean
extra sans: which we are takinc nut. Mackenzie, Christiansen, Woodsen,
For anything and everything appertaining to PrintiBg or Binding
with us, the work on the Hagan-Mori- Moore, Gray, Alonzo, Bergere, Stella call on the New Mexican
Printing Company.
arty branch will be completed in the Bergero, Englemen, Wiley, Thomas,
Wilson,
VanStone,
Duval,
very near future. The entire roadbed Armijo,
between th two stations has heen U'W, Grimshaw and Mrs. Curns, and
cleared.
Rock will be hbiKti nn,i! the Messrs Burrows, Stanton, McCarIt Goes Against the Grain
tny, jonns, Mct'ie, Turiey, Davis, v
Lyng, Van Stone, Law, Franklin, when a man buys Feed and finds
Coard, Crissman,
iMcHenry, Lavan, it is of an inferior
quality, He
Marsh, Moore and Otero.
does not feel like

LINIMENT
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1

Co.

,eligman Bros,

painwncn

PRICES.

1

X

Incorporated 1903

I!

Why suf fer with

1

AND A LARGE ASSOIiTMENT TO
SELECT FROM. WILL BE SOLD
AT THE FOLLOWING REDUCED
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1909.
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Denver, Colo., Feb. 9. Weath- S er forecast for New Mexico: S
Fair
weather
and
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CALL AflO SEE FOR YOURSELF

to'

iron medicine, without oil.
Vinol is much better than
cod liver oil and emulsions,
because, while it contains all
the medicinal value they do,
it disagrees with no one.
As a body builder and
strength creator for old
people, delicate children,
after sickness, and for stubborn coughs and colds Vinol
is unequaled.

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

s. Spitz

r

CREAM & MILK
the famous cod liver and

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

MANUFACTURER1
JEWELER
an1

HI

(Continued On Page Eight.)

FRESH EGGS

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

i

Creates Strength

buying it at the
same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

STRIPLING-BURROW-

CO.

Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Solo
INTERNATIONAL
A'if-u-v'-

!
"

STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers til

LARGE QUANTITIES

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT St EDS I
and small quantities at prices The only exclusive grain
house In Santa Fe N. M.
that make it worth youi while to

HPDfH
"LdOVlI

FO

purchase all.

LUMBER

H C. YONT?

DIAMONDS

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

Mrviitoctuxx 'of

RIGHT PRICES

-

Eyea Testes' mri

MEXICAN

RIGHT GOOtC

FILIGREE
-J- EWELERY-

RIGHT SEHVK'E

C 'Wt Dtidtow

WATCHES

I4

Fitted

By

Up-t-

Date Method.

CUT Gl A38, CHINA AND 8IVERWMI.
ifon Kranclaoo Street, 8ant Fe. N. M.
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Zook's Pharmacy
i

rrrr
NO. 213.

O

PRESCRIPTION

1

PHONE.
NO. 213.

I

FILLED AT ZOOK S
PHARMACY IS DONE SO WITH SKILL
AND CARE. EACH INGREDIENT EN-

1

TERING INTO A PRESCRIPTION
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

M

A PRESCRIPTION

:-

-:

IS

I

PHONE.

I
7nrM9

NO. 213.
1

F!

ill

PHONE.
NO. 213.

Pharmacy

11 M

i

1

M
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve
goes wrong, then the organ that this
nerve controls will also surely fail. It
Department of the Interior.
may be a Stomach nerve, or it may
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
have given strength and support to
Dec. 29, 1908.
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
Xotire is hereby given that Antonic Shoop that first pointed to this vital
Jose Mares, of Cerrilloa, New Mex., truth. Dr. 'Shoop's Restorative was
who, on Sept.. 17, 1900, made Home- not made to dose the Stomach nor to
stead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047, temporarily stimulate the Heart or
for SE
NE
SW
NV
method
Kidneys. That
Lots
Section
IS,
Township 11 is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico goes directly to these failing inside
Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of in- nerves. ,The remarkable success of
tention to make final
Proof, to this prescription demonstrates the
eKtab'ish claim (o the land above de- wisdom of treating the actual cause of
scribed, before Register and Receiver, these failing organs. And It Is indeed
U. S. Land Office, nt Santa Fe, New
easy to prove. A simple five or ten
Mexico, on the 11th day of March, days test will surely te'l. Try it once,
i!0!.
and see! Sold by Stripling, Burrows
Claimant Damns as witnesses:
& Co.
Frank Archilieque,
Mares,
Felipe
Jnan I'adillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
The New Aisxicm printing company
and
Cristobal Anoya. of Galistio, N. M. has ready and for sale
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
territorial road hws, pprice 50
the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and of the terriiorial mining
cents,
Not Co?! Land.
laws, price 50 cents per copy. Thesa
Serial No. 03030.
can be purchased by applying In ptr-foi- l
Department of the Interior,
or by mail at the office of the
U. S. Land Office,
company.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Paz
Save Money By Buying ChamberRoybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on Delain's Cough Remedy.
cember 10, 190C. made Homestead enwill
You
pay just as much for a botSerial
No.
08030
7
try
No.
tle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
for
W
4
of
NE
medind
S
of NW 4
of Sec- as for any of the other cough
tion 25, Township 19 N Range 10 E cines, but you save money in buying
N. M P. M., has filed notice of in- it. The saving is in what you get,
not what you pay. The
r
tention to make final
proof,
quality is in every bottle of this
to establish claim to the land above
and you get good results
remedy,
described, before the register and
when
take it. Neglected colds ofyou
of the United States land ofand
ten
develop serious conditions,
fice at Santa Fe, N. M on the 11th
medicine
a
when
you
buy
cough
you
day of March, 1909.
Claimant tames as witnesses: Ra- want to be sure you are getting one
fael Montoya, Anacleto Contreras, that will cure your cold. ChamberMartin Gonzales and Vincente Jim- lain's Cough 'Remedy always cures.
Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
sale
by all druggists.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
The seals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mexican Printing company at very
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
reasonable rates. Seals for IncorporSerial No. 03537.
ated companies are also handled. Call
Department of the Interior,
or address the New Mexican Printat
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 1908. ing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice. is hereby given that Casi-mir- o
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 10G0 VirApril 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
Section 13, Township 1G N, Range 13 that I could
hardly walk a hunderd
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
of intention to make final
proof, Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
to establish claim to the land above my backache and the Irregularities
described, before the register and re- disappeared, and I can now attend to
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at business every day, and recommend
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909. Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferClaimant
names as witnesses: ers, as it cured me after the doctors
Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez. and other remedies had failed." Sold
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of by all druggists.
Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The New Mexican an do printing
Register.
equal to that done In any of tha larg
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
It Is an admitted fact that real es- work we turn out. Try our stock once
tate, financial men and merchants all and you will certainly come again. We
say that quickest and best results are have all the facilities fo rturning out
obtained by advertising In the New
every class of work, including one of
Mexican.
the best binderies In the Wait
Not Coal Lsnd.
Serial No. 07842.
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NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

eH

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

J. li"College courses are offered
Civil and

BACKED BY ROOSEVELT IMPORTANT DECISION
IN IRRIGATION MATTERS
A Determined Effort Will Be Made to
Secure Statehood.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 9. President Roosevelt has taken a hand in
the statehood fight and together with
the western senators will endeavor
to frustrate the designs of the railroad interests against the bill admitting Arizona and New Mexico into

0.

in

Agriculture, in Mechanical

Electrical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-ture- ,

courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
'
'
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
A "

An Important

Washington,
ruling by the secretary of the interior
with regard to the interpretation of
the national irrigation act, was that
defining the word "neighborhood" to
mean any place within a distance of
The national Irrigation
fifty miles.
law provided tiiat applicants for water lights should either reside upon
the land for which water was asked,
or must reside "in the neighborhood
of the land."
When the law was first put into
operation, Secretary Hitchcock held
that "neighborhood" meant any point
within twenty miles of the land, and
from that day to this a twenty-mil- e
radius has constituted a neighborhood, so far as reclamation purposes'
weer concerned.
But Secretary Garfield takes a
more liberal view, especially as most
good transportation facilities, Irolley
lines, etc., and he has changed the
ruling ?o that an applicant for water
right may reside anywhere within
fifty miles of his land.
The prime motive of the reclamation act was to make habitable the
arid lands for actual
It has been found recently that people can live in nearby towns while developing their lands on government
projects, with a view to establishing
residence thereon at a later date.
Transportation facilities are such that
they can, in most instances, travel
fifty miles to and from their farms
without difficulty, and for that, reason
limit has been exthe twenty-milpanded. Secretary Garfield believes
that this modification wil have beneficial effect, and tend to eucourage
settlement and development on all
projects.

1

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

Garfield Defines Meaning
of Word "Neighborhood."
Feb.

THREE

New Mexico Military Institute

Secretary

m

it" uat-x-

a

1

Through Academic course, preparing young
lUI

lif

J

1

1,

men for college or for business life. Great
a nount of
opin air work. Heaithlots location

of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
n th'3 bmuiiful
Knox to Lead Fight.
Pecoj Valley the garden
Is
of
Knox
Senator
Pennsylvania
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
said to be the latest convert to statefeet above sen level, sunshine every day, but
hood and will lead the senate fight.
little ruin or snow during session,
A careful poll of the senate thows
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradu'
that 70 out of 93 are in favor of the
ates from stardard eastarn colleges. Ten
admission of Arizona and New Mexico
bul'dings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
into the Union at this time and with
modern In ail respects.
and
is
ko large a majority it
possible that
K A, Caboon, Preside; VV
REGENTS
the statehood adherents will still be
Vice
G,
President; J. Phelps Whits,
Hamilton,
able to force the bill through the up-VV. M. Atkinson
house.
Treasurer;
Secretary, and Wt
per
.... , ymdH
dfrfH
i
A Fllyan
Plan for Senate Campaign.
The plan now proposed is to have
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
the bill sent to the senate committee
'
address,
on territories as soon as it. comes over
COL. JA. W. WILL30N,
from the house with instructions that
Superintendent,
it be reported back favorably within
a certain specified time.
A motion
to this effect would at once bring
about a test vote in the senate and
reveal opponents to the bill. Unless
favorable assurances are received by
Then celebrated Hot Spring am lo- est alkalin Hot Springs In the word.
the advocates of statehood this course
cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters hat
will in all probability be fo'lowed.
mllec west of been thoroughly tested by the miracDwelllnflt, twenty-fiv- e
The opposition will then have to
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested to in the followtalk the bill to death of they wish to
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-inc- ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
accomplish their ends.
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, fvUlana, Bright's D'seasc
Hamilton not Surprised.
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphi'ltic and MercurChairman Hamilton of the house
dally Mne of stags runs to the springs. ial Affection, Scrofula. Catarrh, L
committee on territories stated that
eto.
The temperature of these waters. !s Grippe, a! Female Complsints,
the objection of the railroad interests
from 90 to 12?. degrees. The gases are Loard, lodging and bathing 92.50 per
to the statehood program do not come
sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
as a surprise to him. He says it is
ery dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa!ti
a
fact that railroads of
round. Ther Is now a commodioue ho- for Santa Fe ram up;n request. This
the two territories are now paying
tel for the convenience of invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons an4
taxes 011 their property at the rate
tourists. People suffering from Con- is open all winter. Passengers for Ojs
of only $3,000 a mile whereas the same
sumption, cancer, ant! other contagi- Calient can leave Santa Fe at 9 . m.
I
iiroiiertv is tiiYori ti7nnn t.i
ous disessjs, arc net accepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 a. m., thr
and $11,000 in California.
In other
waters contain 1,623.24 grains of alka same day. For further particulars ar
line salts to the gallon, being the rich dress:
instances, he says, railroads have been
v'
exempt from taxation altogether. The ARIZONA MAN
allegation that great copper mines in
SHANGHAIED
Arizona pay taxes only on 5 per cent
of their real values was also cited as
Robreason why the opposition is making Placed Aboard Strange Ship and
bed of Jewelry and Money.
such a desperate attempt to block
the passage of the Hamilton bill.
Tacoma,Wash.,Feb. 9. The strange
Judging from recent events the statehood fight has just commenced and disappearance of T. A. Cox, general
there is no reason at this time to be- manager of the Arizona and Pittsburg
lieve that the defeat of the measure Mining and Smelting Coompany, of
was partly cleared
is a foregone conclusion.
On the con- Tuscon, Arizona,
when he walked
late
last
here
night
trary the prospects are brighter today
into Tacoma from some Puget Sound
than they have been recently.
port, after having been absent from
TO
home since December 10. Mr. Cox alUGLY SHOOTING
leges that he was "shanghied" at San
December 20 and that his
AFFAIR AT RATON Francisco,
abductors placed him aboard a strange
ship, robbed him of his jewelry and of
Deputy Sheriff Shoots at Convict and about $175 in money and that he was Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
Accidentally Kills Negro
turned adrift Thursday. Mr. Cox
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
reached here penniless, ragged and in
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
a shattered mental and physical con9.
Feb.
Raton,
Going into a saloon dition and perfectly helpless.
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
in the part of town known as Chihuahua for the alleged purpose of arrestand all
Countries.
If you would have a safe, yet certain
ing Napolean Canton, an
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
Cough Remedy in the home, try Dr.
Deputy Sheriff Jay Gale, drew his
thoris
once.
It
at
least
Shoop's
revolver for some unknown
i.
reason and fired repeatedly at Canton oughly unlike any other Cough prepanew
be
will
taste
ration.
Its
entirely
who jumped behind a stove. Con ton
was unhurt, but two of th0 bullets to you unless it is already your faNo' opium,
penetrated the body of Oliver Rucker, vorite Cough Remedy.
or
other
stupifying
any
chloroform,
a negro, who was sitting in a chair
The tender
used.
are
ingredints
to
was
Rucker
taken
the
asleep.
Miner's hospital, but died in the even- leaves of a harmless,
shrub, give to Dr.
ing. William M. Baxter, a tramp was mountainous
also hit and is in a dangerous condi- Shoop's Cough Remedy its wonderful
is truly a
tion. Gale was immediately placed curative properties. It
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
and
most
certain
trustworthy preunder arrest. Canton has sworn out
Burrows
Sold
.
Stripling,
by
scription.
a warrant charging Gale with an atbuildings, including two' dormitories one for men and
& Co.
tempt, to commit murder.
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructThe strange feature of the case is
RINGLEADER
MURDEROUS
that Cantou tried to escape from the
ors, especially educated and trained for their respecHAS BEEN CAPTURED
Colfax county jail a year ago, having
tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
planned a jail break. Gale was on
9.
N.
M.,
Silver
February
City,
in numbers.
duty at the time and shot at him and
killed a man by the name of Bailey Luz Ocha, implicated in a murder
Brown. It is said that Cantou stated comitted eight years ago, was brought
College of Letters and
that he would kill Gale when he had to the city Tuesday by Sheriff
Sciences, Engineering,
having been apprehended in
served his sentence, and it is believed
is
it
alleged
Arizona.
Education, Preparatory
Ochoa,
Morenci,
that yesterday's shooting affray was
was a ringleader of a band of thieves
Commercial.
an outgrowth of this trouble.
who stole a herd of burros from
in May,
Gonzales at Hanover
OPPOSITION HAS
1900. Gonzalles and three companQuevas, Pamfilo
DISAPPEARED ions Catarino
and Jesus Maria started in pur'
at reasonable ratesi
suit of the robbers and overtook them
Says District Attorney, and State twelve miles northeast of Pinos Altos.
Address
President W. G. TIGHT,
hood Is Absolutely Certain.
band fired upon Gonand
his
Ochoa
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Raton, N. M., Feb. 8. "Statehood is zales
him. They then fled in
killing
as
as sure this session of Congress
HimjMSMHSMW
the mountains and although pursued
death and taxes." savs Hon. Jeremiah
manK.
Blair,
J.
they
by the sheriff,
Leahy, district attorney for Colfax
to escape and have eluded arrest
aged
county, who returned this morning until last week when Gonzales was
from a three weeks' visit in Washingrecognized in Morenci and his arrest
ton, where he worked in the interests fo'lowed.
of New Mexico and Arizona. He says
nothing can stop New Mexico and
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that
527
Francises StrsA
Arizona from getting statehood at this
develop into pneumonia over
may
He declares that there is
session.
are quickly cured by Foley's
not a particle of doubt; that it is the night and Tar, and it soothes inflamHoney
intention of the party leaders' to see ed membranes, heals the lungs, and
that the enabling act passes both the expels the cold from the system. Sold
House and Senate and is signed by
by all druggists.
the president before the fourth of
Blanksts, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
March. He says he is not privileged HARMLESS BROOK BECOMES
informa
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
his
of
source
to divulge the
A RAGING STREAM
MOTTO: Tt Have the Beet of Everything In Our Line.
OUR
tion, but that it is absolutely authento
tic. He declares that opposition
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 9. Running
admission has melted away until Bev- - at flood tide, the Arroyo Seco, fed by
ne
eridge now stands alone and that
heavy 'rains from the mountains and
of
the
the
cannot prevent
passage
foothills, js grinding a path to the
bill.
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oldest newspaper lu New Mexico. It la cent to
every postofflee in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
fiiont? the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
'lhe

New Mexican is tho

grant; for the Archaeological and Historical Museums is cut out. The election fur the adoption of the constitution Is to be held In November after
the adjournment of the constitutional convention.
Of course, (he New Mexican is not
as much pleased with the bill as it
was with Hie original draft, but it is
possible that, the statehood delegation
at Washington may be able to secure
concessions that will make its provisions more acceptable to lhe people of
In the greater
the commonwealth.
cause, the minor local proviisons, dare
not be scrutinized too closely, nor can
New Mexico insist upon having everything its own way as long as it is
granted the greater boon, that o?
f
statehood.
Under the provisions
the act, should it become law, New
Mexico will be admitted to all. the
privileges of statehood by December
1 of this year and its senators and
two representatives can take their
seats in Congress at the opening session of the regular term. According
to the latest reports, the outlook for
the passage of the enabling act is
growing brighter daily and it is fortunate that the territory is so well represented at the national capital so
that advantage can be taken by the
statehood hosts, of every favorable
turn in the situation.

hold at GoMflcld, Nev.. next fall, and
ARCHEISHOP J. B. PITIVAL.
It mav bo sevoral months yet l)fthe mining moil of Arizona and
the ceremony of conferring the nora who comprise the
upon Archbishop .lean Bap- uora branch of the Mining Congress,
lisle Pit ival, recently elevated to the will, in conjunction with the other
archiepiscop'ate of Santa Fe. How-- j branches, frame a new mining code,
so
ever, he will assume jurisdiction upon mils will lie done by eliminating
toll-as
!
the
far
undesirable
his
possible
the 'receipt of the Bull f''om
elevating ures of the present United States,
the Pope, officially
him to his high dignity. Neverthe-- ! Mexican and British Columbia laws,
in
less, Santa Fe. should join in a fitting ami Incorporating all that Is good into
TO MINING INVESTORS.
GUIDE
A
celebiT'lion of the ceremonies which this new code. The united recom-f'mconHie
mendation
of
these
in
climax
their public
The New Mexican is in receipt of
subsidiary
of the Pallium, the historic izations will be presented to the Mi ti a compact,
profusely ilinsignia of the rank in the Church ling Congress at its next session. From lustrated
"The
entiitled:
volume
to which Most Reverend Pitival has there, the matter will be taken direct
the
from
pen
Investors'
Guide,"
Mine
offto
the Congress of the United States.
been raised. "The Tidings," the
M
Ph.
The
E.
D.,
in
circles
of
consulting
at
of
diocese
Monterey
mining
agitation
Floyd Davis,
icial paper of the
and Los Angeles, in its issue of Feb- present favors the elimination of the mining engineer and metallurgist at
ruary .", produces a very good picture law of the apex, which is a prolific Des Moines, Iowa. The object of the
of Archbishop Pitival and reprints source of litigation, and has been the
is principally to furnish those
from the Daily New Mexican the news cause of much loss in mining. A sat- book
with mining an opportunhonor
unfamiliar
of
the
solution
of
this
isfactory
that informed the public
question
conferred upon one of the citizens of alone will have a decided'y whole- ity to become better informed on the
Santa Fe and the editorial comment- some effect upon investing classes, subject, but it is also a volume which
ing thereon. It also reprints the fol- and it will make capital for western can be read with
profit by practical
lowing biographical sketch and com- mining enterprises more easily securmine
and
workers, as well
prospectors
the
which
ed.
high
demonstrates
has
It
ment,
always been the aim of
standing of the prelate outside of his the Mining Congress to attract capi as those who make it a business to
diocese:
tal tor western mining enterprises, promote mining companies. A hur"The Most Bev. J. B. Pitival, D. T)., by eliminating, so far as possible, the ried
scrutiny of the book shows it to
was born in France,
February 10, objectionable features from the indus- - be of special interest to the lay read1Sr8, and is therefore in the nlty- - try.
er, for it reviews in terms that he
first year of his age and in the fu'l
Arizona has attracted wide atten can understand, the frenzied days of
vigor of a splendid manhood. He made tion to her course with regard to thfil nlacer mining, as well as lode gold
his preparatory course of studies for law of the apex, and the freedom of land silver
mining in the United States
the priesthood in the seminaries of her big companies from lawsuits, par
the increase in production of
tracing
the Archdiocese of Lyons, France, ticularly where they have common silver in the United States from
and came to the United States at the side and end lines, is the cause of
in 1S;C. to $70,000,000 in 1806, and
e
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PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last.
"For several winters past my wife
has been troubled with a most persistent and disagreeable cough, which invariably extended over a period of
several weeks and caused her many
sleples3 nights,' writes Will J. Hay-needitor of the Burley, Colo., Bulletin. "Various remedies were tried
each year, with no beneficial results.
In November last the cough again put
in an appearance and my wife, acting
on the suggestion of a friend, purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The resul was indeed
marvelous.
After three doses the
cough entirely disappeared and has
not manifested itself since." This
remedy is for sale by all druggists.
r,

Santa Fe

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
-

Las Cruces

New Mexico

Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.09
For 45 cents additional for a single
Attorney-at-Law- .
New
Th
Mexican FrtAtThg company docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Practice in the District and SuIs prepared to furnish cards da vita combination docket, they will be sent
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
or ladies and for gentlemen on short by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
attention given to all business.
order. State
Hotiea in first class style at reasonable full must accompany
New Mexico
Santa Fe
or printed, plainly whether English or Spanish
rices, either engraved
fall at the Now Mexican Printingcom- - printed heading is wanted.
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davles,
A. B. Renehan,
E. C. ABBOTT,

i

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
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call of Bishop Macheboeuf, of Denver, in June, 1881, remaining for a
few months at St. Mary's Seminary,
Baltimore, Md., where he was ordained a deacon the following September, by his Eminence Cardinal Gibbons.
"On December 24, 1881, lie was ordained a priest in Denver, Colorado,
by the Right Rev. Joseph Projectus
Macheboeuf, Bishop of Denver, and
from that date until 1902 he labored
faithfully as a missionary priest in
Colorado.
"On July 2.", 1002, be was consecrated Bishop Titular of Sora, in Santa Fe, New Mexico, by the late Most
Rev. Peter Bourgade, Archbishop of
Santa Fe, who made him auxiliary
bishop.
"Upon the death of Archbishop
Bourgade in May, 1008, Bishop Pitival
became administrator of the Archi-dioces- e
of Santa Fe, and that his administration of the affairs of the Archdiocese has been eminently satisfactory to His Holiness, Pope Pius
'
X., is amply proven by nominating
him on February 3, IGO'J, Archbishop
of Santa Fe.
"There is general satisfaction over
his appointment, especially on tho
part of the native popu'ation, arid by
the priests of the Archdiocese, many
of whom are Frenchmen.
While the
new Archbishop is a native of France,
in his
he is distinctly democratic
ideas. He lends a very humble, unpretentious life and made absolutely
no effort to secure this advancement;
on the contrary, in his own heart he
shrank from it.
"In commenting upon his election
Pitival
remarked that
Archbishop
while he will continue in the future,
as he has tried to do in the past, to
(To
everything in his power to promote
the interests of his life work, still,
in this new appointment, he laughingly said:
"'I am responsible '"neither""" to
Rome nor to man, for I did not
seek the place and Rome will have
to be held responsible for its own

admiration.
In other points, as in the case of
the vexatious apex, Arizona is expected to set the pace for other mining districts, and the attempt of its
mining men to draw up suitable laws
for all sections will be watched with

intense interest.

ANGORA GOATS AND FORESTS.
"While Uncle Sam engages in many

foolish experiment, the Forestry Bureau is certainly doing valuable work
in its experiments to make the western forests most useful to the people.
Three thousand angora goats herded
out on the
foothills of
California are going to do some hard
work for Uncle Sam during the coming two years beginning this spring.
The experiment will be unique both as
a stock-raisinproposition and as an
engineering and tree culture problem.
The little white animals whose long
wool is of such great value are going
to be put to no less a task than constructing mile after mile of fire line
through the bushy chaparral growth
in the national forests, saving much
labor by the United States forest service engineers and making way
for
forestation by merchantable trees.
Not the least important feature of the
experiment, is the fact that the task
will be performed during the regular
grazing by the goal.-- which will not
even realize they are doing a valuable
'
work.
Plans for carrying on the work are
outlined in a
agreement
drawn up by the forest service and
the owner of a band of angora goats.
The scheme is to run fire lines parallel with the contour of the slopes by
cutting trails about eighty rods apart.
These trails are to serve as guides
for the angoras. They will graze in
each direction from the trails, killing,
it is estimated, a strip of brush about
300 yards wide. The wide lanes cut
out and grazed by the goats will serve
as ideal fire lines in protecting the
forest-coverelands lying beyond
and also make a place for reproducbrush-covere-

d

g

d

act!'

tion of merchantable trees.
"The people of the Archdiocese"of
For the past two years the govern
Santa Fe are to be congratulated ment has been carrying on permanent
upon the appointment of so able a improvements in the national forests
churchman to the high office of Arch-- . on an extensive scale, and the
and it is safe to predict that! struction of fire lanes and trails has
the usual wisdom of our Holy Father been one of the most important
be exemplified in the results and tures of the work. The task of clear-tha- t
Rome will have no occasion to ing the ground and providing land for
regret either the responsibility or the! good forest trees is, however, perhaps
act!
the most important benefit expected
to come out of the experiment.
j
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NEEDED

MINING LEGISLATION.

(Mining men should interest themselves in the measures pending in the
legislature relative to mining matters,
the. Prince bill to prevent wildcat
mining promotion and the other, the
Brice bill relative to placer mining.
Nationally, the mining industry is re
cciviDg more attention than even
In the days of tremendous mining
booms. Impelled by the pressing
need that exists for a complete revision of the laws covering metalliferous mining, the American Mining
Congress is arranging to present forcibly to the Federal Congress at its
next session a year hence, the demands of western mining men for the
amendment of the old, and the passage Of new Btatutes regulating min
ing. iThis will be one of the principal
thumps to be discussed at the next
annual session of the Congress to be

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)

d

0

how the Comstock Lode in Nevada
produced $132,000,000 in gold and
$174,000,000 in silver of which
was profit. The book also
tells of the influence of mining in
developing the country; of the fortunes and failures in mining; describes
the sedimentary rocks and their ores;
the ingenous rocks; the origin and
occurrence of valuable metals in fractured rocks; the composition, distribution and production of principal
ores; the structure of ore deposits;
economic mining of coal; examination
of mining properties;
valuation of
mines and mining investments, all
subjects which are of especial interest
in New Mexico. There is a lack ot
text books just of this nature and the
author and the publisher have done
the public a service in filling this
want.

New Mexico has not only statesmen,
although some wag has said that the
production of statesmen is the territory's chief industry, but it also has
men eminent in the fields of science.
Professor Edgar L. Hewett, who is
counted a citizen of this commonwealth, is acknowledged the greatest
archaeologist in the United States.
The Quarterly Bulletin of the Smithsonian Institute, says in its latest issue that Hon. Frank Springer "is the
leading authority" on fossil crinoids.
It tells of his having deposited in the
National Museum a second slab of the
unique crinoid Unltacrinus socialis,
making the Museum's specimens the
finest exhibit of this crinoid extant."
A territory that produced the classic

THE STATEHOOD BILL
"
The New Mexican today received
.
T ts
author,s, ln
J
draft of the statehood litei;ature nL
the complc
wumo
a
.mi
wuuju
iiiuuy
nuiary sneir,
bill as it will be reported by the comnot with Rrinted trash, but with volmittee on territories to the House to- umes
of acknowledged literary merit.
morrow. It makes material changes
from the original and is far less libIt had to come, this licensing of
eral in its provisions than the bill
An-- 1 those
who like to take a nin at the
drafted
Delegate
by
originally
The New Mexican
drews. Of vital interest to Santa Fe;cup that cheers.
is the provision that the Capital is to! has, however, a suggestion to make
remain here until 1915, while Dele-- j to the committee which will scrutinize
gate. Andrews had originally drafted the bill before reporting it to the
it so as to read until 1930. The most House. Instead of a description of
important changes are in reference to the applicant in the license, it should
the school and land grants which are have his photograph, something like
cut down considerably, and the grant the license granted to Chinamen per- of land for the payment of territorial jmltting them to remain in the United
and county debts, the original draft States. The legislature has thus far
having provided only for the payment done nothing for the members of the
of the Santa Fe and Grant counties photographic craft and here is its op- railroad bonded Indebtedness. The portunity.
I l&STSi'lMS
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The visit of Ambassador
James
Brice and Mrs. Brice of Great Britain,
to Santa Fe on March 15, will be a
social and political event of more than
casual
Ambassador
importance.
Brice is credited with knowing more
of the United States government, its
development and its principles, than
does any American, and his monumental work, "The American Commonwealth," is the accepted standard
publication upon this subject not only in Europe but also upon this Continent. As a thinker, political economist, author and diplomat, Ambassador Brice is one of the Great Ones of
this age and should he address the
legislative assembly, as it has been
proposed he should and as he will
be invited to do, Santa Fe may con
sider itself very fortunate indeed and
for one brief day at least, the
eyes
of the entire civilized world will be
upon it.
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The New Mexican Printing company has orepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the ps ce. They are especialwith printed headings, in
ly ruled,
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hail full
index in front and the rees of jusTrcs
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These' books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, SO pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
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Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counse!lor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts1
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

GEORGE
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BARBER,

ypimi

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Lincoln County
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CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
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Mexico School of Mines.
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Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
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Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
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Hon. Amado Chaves of
que is a visitor In Santa Fo.
J. Vi'. Akcrs lias returned from a
visit to his sheep ranch at Cuba.
F. T. Blandy, deputy internal rev- enue collector is in Gallup on official
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to all
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.
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MISS A, MIT.LEU.
Southeast corner Plaz i.
instead of circled; inverted siphons
are being placed under the arroyos
and all the work is being done in the
most substantial manner. Water will
e delivered from one end of the year
to the oilier and wntT iioers will have
ten kui's lu llil' Llit- ?2j an acre
charged for water lights with six per
cent interest. At any lime after lflll
the setth r r.iay pay up his entire
water right. Lands are aber.dy seeI
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ing for $:!0 per acre exclusive of
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water
right and values will advance
statehood.
rapidly.
AV. Frank Owen,
manager of the
Santa Fe Water and Light company,
was a business visitor to Albuqucr- - j NEGRO SUSPECT IS RELEASED.
que yesterday.
Editor M. M. Padgett of the Las
Ottumwa, la., Feb, !). Release, for
Vegas Optic, returned yesterday to lack of evidence, has been given Joe
KEEN
the Meadow City from a business trip Hopkins, the negro government into his old home in Ohio.
spector, charged with the murder of
A. 15. St roup, county school super- - Clara Rosen, the choir singer, who
intendent of Bernalillo county, was was found dead the night before she
among the arrivals from Albuquer- - was to marry an Ironton, Vv'yo., min- que yesterday torenoon.
ing man. The police are now working
General Manager J. E. Hurley, of on a clue that a jealous or disappointed
the Santa Fe system, who was here lover committed the crime or that the
yesterday in his private car, left last pirl was murdered for robbery,
CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CITY
evening for Albuquerque.
Judge and Mis. Henry L. Waldo ar- PRICES NEASOHABLE
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
rived in Las Vegas last evening from
local applications, as they cannot
by
. Kansas
City, Mo. Thy are guests ot reach the diseased portion of the' ear,
;J
their daughter, Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr. There is
only one way to cure deafj President V. G. Tight of the Uni- - ness, and that is by constitutional
versity of New Mexico at A'.buquer-- j remedies. Deafness is caused by an
que attended the meeting of the ter-)- J inflamed condition of the mucous lin- MATTRESSES
BEDS
ritorial board of education yester- - ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this
tube Is inflamed you have a rumbling
Mrs. A. Mennett, who spends sev- - sound or
imperfect hearing, and when
S eral months each year at Santa Fe it ,s entlre, dosed deafn ess is the
JS was hostess at a tea party on Satur - resuit
aml unesg the ,n flammation
day afternoon at her home at Laa can be taken out and thi3 tube reVegas.
stored to its normal condition, hear- Professor C. M. Light, president illET Will he
nlnn
.mcu iwnua. oeuuui uu. casea out of
Mail Order Solicited.
y ui iub nu
Phone5Noi83.
ten are
)v Ca.
Silver City, is among the attendants nrrh, which is
but an iiiflam-nothing
at the meeting of the territorial board Ld conclition of the mucoua S1,rfaces.
,
oi euueauu, .
Wfl
Qm Hnndred Do,ars
lerntonal Auditor A . G. Sargent foP any case of deafncgs (ca(ised bv
K went to Clilcago last evening wheiw
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
n i Hall's Catarrh Cure. Soot for
lge"1 na9..Bffcn
?
circulars
.
a ms ieiuin ue W1U ue accompanieu ny tree
Mrs. Sargent.
F. J. CIIEXKY & CO.,
J. A. Brokaw left Las Vegas yesterToledo, O.
day for Santa Rosa, to superintend
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
the construction of the long distance
Take Hall's Family Pills for constitelephone line from Santa Rosa to pation.
the Meadow City.
,1
C. C. Catron and Ira Gimshaw made
ft
a long trip yesterday in the former's
new automobile to San Udefonso and
other towns in that locality gathering
data in a law case.
A. M. DETTELBACH.
President and Mrs. W. G. Tight,
at
of
Mexico
New
of the University
LEAD OTHER FOLLOWS '
Albuquerque, are the guests for a few'-dayof Colonel and Mrs. George W.
Prichard on upper Palace avenue.
We Originated, Others Copy
',
General H. F. Robinson, irrigation
Next
'
engineer for the Pueblo Indians, in
charge of the construction of tine
Black Rock Irrigation works, on the
on
Zuni reservation, was an arrival last
Every
evening in the capital,
'A
ar.d
Monday
S.
last
W.
Colonel
Hopewell arrived
10 ce".t3
,
Ad
We need the room for new Good 3 that are comin? in
evening troni Albuquerque on his spe 'Reserved S.?;.ts
cehts
cial car "Maverick" and intends ta
,
Iu order to do this we are aunouncicg a clean cut
Cvcnhg Chow at 7:30 and 8:30.
leave in a few days for Washington,
Matinee, Saturday at 3:20.
reduction of 33
coats on tha djllar.
D. C, to keep the Democratic senators in line for statehood.
The prices that we have been making are aire idy
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Hatcher, who
ridiculously low but we mean to make a clean up
started for their home at Pagosa a
and
we advice you to come early for values like
n v ivinvrnnavia the ?3
Qi.vinnc voet-orr'
will
this
not last long.
Rio Grande, returned last, evening and
,
are the guests of Mrs. Joseph llersch
The .shrewd buyers are beginning to know when
until the snow blockade is relieved.
'A
we advertise a bargaii that we mean jast what wo
Estevan Baca of Socorro, member
'A
of the Council of the Thirty-eightsay.
legislative assembly, returned yesterV,
$
day from spending a few days at
The
his
home. He was accompanied by
The
P Ice
,
Price
with
Makers
domiciled
are
who
son
8
and
wife
Makers
mm ai me luine.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ENGLISH WALNUTS
Postmaster James T. Fay and At-- ,
torney A. M. Edwards of Farmington,
and
si
!i
i. x x
who started for home yesterday, reALMONDS
turned to this city last night, the Rio
Grande train not being able, to go
O. C. WATSON
C. A. BISHOP
farther than Embudo on account of a
snow blockade. They returned to tne
Claire.
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EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

r'E

For the
Week you Will find the Knife
Has Been Used
the Prices of our

Change of Program

COME
IN

SEETHE f'RlCES

BOYS SUITS

Thursday

Irou Ueds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS

.

MUST

mi.-"-io-

3

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Cclarada

'stlsaal Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

US.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
;

of
A

the Southwest

JtVBER6ERE.

Santa Fe,

ilanflger for New Mexico

N. M.

Catron Blotk

Sa!tjSZ-S-g-3-
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pring Novelties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

$4.50 per ton

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

6.00

"
"

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nw

A.

T

S. F. Depot

Phone No.

85, Offloe

us

s s

&

COMPANY

IP

YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCOTTAGE, CALL
-:
: :
ON US

PEARS,

Dirt Is Being Made to Fly in San Juan
County.

N

APPRIC0TS

-:

PLUMS

K

M., Feb. 9. Gratifying
made on the big
is
being
progress
canal in San Juan county. The canal
is part of the Citizens' ditch irrigation
project. When completed the project
will reclaim 8,000 acres of fertile land
in the valley.
Rock is being blasted from the tunnels and already ten miles of the
ditch is completed with lumber for
flumes, siphons and bridges arriving
every day from Aztec overland. The
contractors, the Loftus Construction
company, have the work practically
completed for three and a half miles
jfroni the heading and almost clear
across the Bloomfie'd mesa. A steam
shovel is to be put to work at once
and work will proceed so fast that
there is little doubt water will be delivered to the crops In the early
spring. All hills are being tunneled

s

C WATSON

PEACHLS.

MADE ON CANAL

n

i

EVAPORATED

New Figs

Wo Also Have

TABLE RAISINS

k

Several Business Properties For Sale.

insurance: and surety bonds.

SEEDED RAISINS
and
CURRANTS

CI

j
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1908 CROP

PROGRESS BEING
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LIVERY STABLE

i

AND RETAIL
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"
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FINE R16S. RELIABL2 HORSES. SIN6LE
BII601ES, SURR1ES. HCKS.

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

;

;0.
j

K.

BARBER

SWEET CIDER

SHOP

PIYE CHAIR- S-'
WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S. Rivera, Al G. Slaughter

H.S. KAUNE&GO.

All flrst class ijurlwrs in ehBre. fall am
give us n trial at O. K. Barber Sbop. .

-

and W, M. Perry

247 San Franclaco. Street

A
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'

A

AND WILL MOVE SOME
OF Oil II GOODS ATOXCE

THAT'S ALL
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Best
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N.B. LAUGLING

H. BOWLDS
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lit: SOLI)

YOU

DIRECTORS
A. PERRY

TOOLS

CATV

regular price will buy

STOCK MUST

Sheriff Jesus Romero of Old Albuquerque, was among the legislative
visitors yesterday afternoon.
K.
Melville
Summers,
probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, came up
from Albuquerque yesterday noon.
Mrs. Eduardo Baca and child, who
have been visiting relatives in Santa
Fe returned to Las Vegas yesterday.
Chief Justice W. .1. Mills left Las
Vegas last evening for Washington,
D. C to take a hand in the fight for

TRUST
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fi'oni the testimony presented to the
t'i nil expectant mothers untiled free,
board at the several hearings; that on
BMOFEI.O REGULATOR CO.
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive the first
Atlanta. Ca.
day of October, 1907, M. C,
agency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various liindeiiider tiled with the territorial
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
engineer an application for a permit
free upon application.
to appropriate water from the ha intention of the legislature to vest in
frugln strvicj to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
Plata river in Son .Iiian county, New the Terrifoiiiil Engineer or the Board
P
.Mexico, to an amount equal to two such discretionary powers as to auLYjNC.
J.
hundred second fan continuous flow thorize him or them to discriminate
CITY FFt?HT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
a prior application in favor
during the irrigation season, for the against
filed later, because one project
of
one
of
ol
acres
purpose
irrigating
land and for the const ruci Ion of a would be less expensive than another
1
storage reservoir with a capacity ol to water users. The same principal
acre feet at one tilling, and the should govern with respect to applito appropriate water under the
ditches and reservoirs necessary to cations
X
t
11
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acw
viexteu
s.aiute as in me appu-jcitout.
said
That
after
carry
project.
of
cations
for
under
the
lands
entrys
publication of notice, a protest was
filed by appellees Young and Norton, public land iaws of the United States.
The first applicant, making a filing
et al, on March 19, 1KU8; and alter a
in
compliance with the law should be
hearing April 10, 1908, the territorial
and if he shall subserecognized,
sustained
rethe
engineer
protest and
jected the application of M. C. Hlnder- - quently comply with the regulations
ider, at the same time approving the and statutes, his application should
Application for practically the same be approved, unless the project is, in
e
water filed by John D. Voting and ine l"mon 01 nie engineer, a
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From this decision M. C. Hinder-lide- r is claimed that the project of Young
tiunntiiif ham
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2 55 p. in.
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Clifton Houo Junction
& Norton might be more
12 45 p. in.
advantageous
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to
the protestants, nevertheless, the
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Clifton House Junction "
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the rejection of Mr. Hinderlider's ap- project described in the prior appliS4 15 p.
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Preston
in,
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were, that the protestants cation is feasible and its approval
plication
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11 15 n. III.
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68
10 15 a. in.
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33
Colfax
"
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Cen'ososo
some
of
the land proposed to be wa- - lllterest The Board believes that he
6 85 p. in.
9 25 a. 111.
Arr
Lv.
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CIMARRON N. M.
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7 50 a. III.
Lv.
tered; that the application of Mr. Hin-- intei'est of the owners of the land
Arr.
p. m.
.. 10 p. m.
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7 40 a. 111.
N. M,
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Lv
Nash
was not based upon actual der the Proposed ditches and
7. 23 p. m.
89
7 25 a. m.
63
Harlan
7. 45 p. m.
91
7 00 a. in.
69
Uto Park
measurements and field notes voir wll may desire to become water
made by him, but upon surveys made ' users ,inder the project are amply pro-b- y
the United States Reclamation tectecl by the provisions of law which
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
e
Service
at the expense of the United ' re(l"lre owners of such works to
m.
M., 6:15 p.
and which he was not entitled 1ly water at reasonable rates,
$ Connects with E. P. & 8, W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
to ust! for his personal benefit; and' If the Board could take Into consid-tha- t
1:55 a. m.
the project contemplated by the eration the question of benefits to the
N.
M.
van
meets
for
N.
at
trains
M.,
Houten,
Stage
Preston,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moinns as follows: application of liindeiiider was con- - public from the construction of the
siderably more expensive than that respective projects, it would be
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
by the application of festly more to the benefit of the
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m,
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Young and Norton and that lie, being the people of the Territory
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. the rejection of the liindeiiider appli- - of New Mexico, or the people of San
A S. at Des Moines, E. P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A cation and the approval of that of Juan County, New Mexico, to have
Young and Norton might enable the the larger project constructed which
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
owners
of the land in that neighbor- - would furnish water to irrigate 14.000
is
In
N.
for
New
M.,
the
Mexico:
Ocate,
Cimarron,
following points
depot
hood to obtain water rights at less acres, than a smaller one to cover
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo cost
:only about 5,000 acres; and it would
also be exceedingly detrimental to
In rejecting the application of
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Lobo,
Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
and approving that of Young Lhe interests of all the people. .of the
& Norton, the Territorial
VV. A. GORMAN,
Engineer Territory if a bona fide application by
, J, DEDWAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
gives as his chief reason for his de- one who had complied with all the reSuperintendent V. Ores, and den Mgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent cision that the project of Young & quirements of the statute and the
RATON. N.M
RATON, N M.
RATON, N, JM, Norton is more within the available rules and regulations established by
water supply ami therefore a more the Territorial Engineer, were to be
feasible project and that, it would not rejected upon such grounds in favor
be the best interests of the public to ot an application subsequently filed,
approve the application of Hinder- - lt fs certainly to the interests of the
y
lide thereby forcing the protestants to Territory that outside capital be
a larger price for their water vited and encouraged to construct if
rights than they might have to pay rigation works in the Territory and
under the project of Young & Norton. that tne law relating to water rights
so as tu
At the hearing before the Board of he consistently enlorced
who
in
those
good faith inprotect
Farmington, in San Juan County, and itiate
such
enterprises.
the subsequent hearing in Santa Fe,
For the foregoing reasons the cleci- it was shown to the sat i faction of
the Board that the survey from which sion of the Territorial Engineer in re10:45 A. ffl.
the maps, plats and held notes filed jecting the application of N. C. Hinsubby Hinderlider were made, was an ac- derlider, and in approving the
Be in El
P. M.
tual survey made under his direction sequent application of Young & Noj
as the same includes
and at his expense by an engineer and ton,
coveerd
by the prior appli- any
lights
mm.
it; ap
assistants empioyea ny
is
nereby reserved, and the
pears that the engineer, employed by catk)nis directed to ap
Territorial
Engineer
ninrieriuter, am retrace a tlitcn lino
of M. C.
said
the
application
prove
the
United
previously surveyed by
Hinderlider,
States Reclamation Service, using the
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
CHARLES SPRINGER,
(Signed)
government stakes wherever conventhe New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
ient or .wherever they were in place, President, Board of Water
but the testimony of the engineer and
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
his assistants and the original field
have occasion to go El Paso.
Reason Enthroned.'
book kept by him in which the notes
of his survey were recorded, showed
Because meats are so tasty they are
conclusively mat ne old mane an ac- - consumed in great excess. This leads
V. R- - STILES,
tual survey and that the plats, maps to stomach troubles, biliousness and
General Passenger Agent,
and field notes filed by Hinderlider constipation. Revise your diet, - let
El Paso. Texas.
were taken from these notes. It. was reason and not a pampered appetite
shown by the evidencse, that Hinder-- ' control, then take a lew doses of
' lider and also the engineer employed Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
by him to make this survey, had been Tablets and you will soon be well
k in the employ of the U. S. Reclama- - again. Try it. For sale at all drug-tion Service in making surveys in gists. Samples free.
that neighborhood for an irrigation
The New Mexican can do printing
project which had been abandoned by
the government, and the knowledge equal to that done in any of the large
so obtained and the stakes of the cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
abandoned government ditch line work we turn out. Try our stock
were undoubtedly of great assistance once and you will certainly come
to them in making the subsequent sur- - again. We have all the faciltiea for
TO
vey; but it appears that they did not turning out every class of work,
the field notes of the government eluding one of the best binderies in
survey in any manner, in preparing the West. .
the
application, maps, plats and field
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
notes filed with the Territorial Engl- - Jj00k for the Convon now put in each
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
neer- 1.25c
Dr. Shoop's Health
package
s
based
his
in
decision,
The Engineer,
Coffee Imitation. A clever 25c
is Via the
"
Coffee Strainer
action on the ground that the pro- - Vered
of Young & Norton would be for fere(j 0n this Coupon. Besides, you
interest of the public because get 90 large cups of Dr. Shoop's
best
the
it would enable people living in that "Health Coffee" for 25c. And the
GRAND E
and under the proposed ditch fee wni certainly please you. Sold by
Co,
to purchase water at a less price than Cartwright-Davi- a
they might have to pay were the apThe New Mexican Printing complication or ninuerncier approveu.
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
Decision.
pany has on hand a large supply of
that
is
the
of
Board
opinion
The
Colorado.
of
pads and tablets suitable for school
San Juan couitry
the statute, Section 28, Chapter 49, work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Laws of 1907, contemplates that the and merchants;
good everywhere.
to rates, train service, dsscrip-tiv- e
For
Territorial Enginer may reject an an-- , We will sell them at 5 cents in book
plication if he finds that the project form.
literature, etc. call cn or address.
would be contrary to the public inter- - j
For That Terrible itching,
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not
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tetter and salt rheum keep
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safety,
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the
K.
public
S
HOOPER,
for the reason that a project described their victims in perpetual torment,
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
in an application subsequently filed The application of Chamberlain's
might 4)e more advantageous to the Salve will Instantly allay this Itching,
Fe,
Denver, Colo.
owners of private property In the. and many cases have been cured by
neighborhood; and that lt was not the its use. For sale by all druggists. ,
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Santr. Fe Coraniandan
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Palace.
conclave
fourth
Mon
Frank II. Hubbell, Melville It. Sumin each month
at
day
R.
R.
has
Larkiu,
mer, Albuquerque;
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
A. B. Stroup, Albuquerque;
Vegas;
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
W. H. H. hlevvellyn, has duces; R. PERCY
F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
H. Hopper, New York City; C. W.
Brown, Vaughn; C. M. Light, Silver
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
P P Kahnt Denver; J. M. 14th
Ancient and Accepted
degree,
Pacheco, Pueblo, Colo.; W. G. Tight, Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meet
W. E. Smith, George on the third
Albuquerque;
Monday of each month
E.
Fischer, .it 7:30 o'clock in the
Booth, Alamosa; George
in
evening
Milwaukee; D.- J. Herron, Anna S. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
T.
E.
Baker,
Larkin, East Las Vegas;
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
R. V. Johnson, Albuquerque; Charles
invited to attend.
dially
P. Kehrman, St. Louis; W. It. JohnCHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
son, Chicago; D. N. Donaldson, BrookVenerable Master.
ings, S. D.
HENRT F. STEPHENS, 14,
Claire.
Secretary
R. C. Smith, W. F. Reed, Denver;
U. P. O. E.
J. C.
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque;
Leavelle, Taiban; I. L. Newkirk, J. W.
Santa F boas No. 460, B. P, O. R
Turknett, Artesia; E. F. Gallegos, holds Its
regular session on the eeo
So
Gallegos; Estevan Baca and wife,
nd and fourth Wednesdays of each
r
AL
corro; A.
Edwarus, james i. o., month.
Visiting brothers are invited
aFrmington; James W. Norment,
and
welcoina.
Wil-larMississippi; Frank F. Jennings,
T. P. GABLE,
S. P. Larvery, A. Kulm, Moun-tainaiExalted Ruler
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque;
J. D. SENA.
Denver.
F. W. Burch,
Secretarr
Normandie.
Mrs.
J. B. Shorty, Mrs. Yats,
Schwartzer, Kiowa, Kan.; Louis
I
Albuouerque; Charles C. Par
son, Pueblo; I. S. Waterman, Farm-- ;
f
ington.
Coronado.
J. M. Davis, Denver; Donaciana
Angel Jose Antonio Anaya, Galisteo;
Albert Nestor, Florence, Colo.; Tom
S?

--

0

v;

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

Fh

R.

of each month at
Hall at 7:30 p.
S. SPITZ. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

12,-lo-

Lompany.

Suit

Ms-soni-

J

way

Mantpf

w.'.rtlj.v

Secretary.

f'hapifr No
Regular convocation seenni Monday

111

111

St. Louis Rocky

A. F. & A. M. Reg-

1,

K

'IHi-hk-

9, 1909.

FBHtMU'SUCltNft

can be happy

without children; it is her
nature to love them as much
so as it is the beautiful and
pure. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
This
is
remedy
applied externally,
and has carried thousands of
women through the crisis

APPEAL FROM DECISION OF TERRITORIAL ENGINEER.

'

5 20 p in
4 05 p ill
3 0"i p
2 22 p
1 55
p 111
1 25 p 111
1 00
p 111
12 25 p 111
11 55 n 111
11 Sii II Ml
10 '15
Ml

7.000
6,050

Stan It'.v
Morlnrty
Mcintosh

"

M

No woman

ING DECISION

RKAE UP

RKAi) lOW.N
1

AN INTEREST-

Iaildaad; Time Table.

xica CeiUal

New

NO

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
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20 min- Croup positively stopped in
Remedy.
Dr.
Croup
with
Shoop's
utes,
One test alone will surely prove this
truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
Sold by
nf and nleasinsr syrup-5- 0c.
&
Co.
Stripling, Burrows

TiNY WAIF LEFT ON DOORSTEP.
Las Vegas, Feb. 9. About 12 o'clock
Saturday night, Mrs. John J. Ludi, Jr.,
was awakened from her sleep by the
cries of an infant. Going to the door
she discovered that some one had
placed a tiny baby on the doorstep,
clue
wrapped up in a bed sheet. No
has bt(n found leading to the identity
of the child and Mrs. Ludi will pos-

DRy pARMING CONGRESS.
CHEYENNE, WYO
Peby. 23, 25.

$21.05
21 22,
DafrS of Sal- -, Feby
RiturnLmit March 2nd, 1909.
19-2-

Ask Yourself the Question.
Why not use Chamberlain's Paio
Balm when yoa have rheumatism?
We feel sure that the result will be
prompt and satisfactory. One application relieves the pain, and many
have been permanently cured by its
use. 25 and 50 cent sizes. For sale
by all druggists.

The Normandte 4oie!, Santa Fe'
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hush F. Du
Foley's Honey and .Tar clears the
Val. Extensive Improvements are be
in
air passages, stops the irritation
made, the cuisine materially imlng
meminflamed
the
the throat .soothes
the new landlord propose,
branes, and the most obstinate cough proved and
to
Normandie the best mod
the
make
inflamed
Sore
and
lungs
disappears.
are healed and strengthened, and the erate priced hotel 'n the territory
cold is expelled from the system. Re- Give this hotel a try.
fuse any but the genuine in the yelSubscribe for the New Mexican.
low package. Sold by all druggists.
sibly adopt it.
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Direct Route
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sil-hi-
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Rft&be? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

I

PRICE-LIS- T
16c
Inches ng
Stamp, not over 2
10c.
Each additional line on same stamp,
Inchea long
, 20c.
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15.
25c
and not over 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional Ijne on same eta mp, 20c
e
16c
Stamp, over 5 inchea long, per inch
same
Each additional line,
price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count a two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inchea long way, 25c extra.
Larger size at proportionate prices.
inch Inch In siz, we charge (or one
Where type used is over
Inch
or
fraction.
line for each
One-lin- e

2

One-lin- e

2

Or.e-lin- e

2

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

WM.

lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
..
for
and
town
data
Local Dater any
In
Ledger Dater month, day and year
,
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band C:t:r
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.

Sta
.60
35

1.60
1.50
1.50

Fac-Smil-

SELF-INKIN-

1

10
S5

cents;
cents; 3

2x3

G

16

cants; 2
50 centa;

25
A

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

v

Santa

2

J!1E?

2,

centai

2
75 centa.

ADDKE88

PpiCAJJ PIUjmflG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

EN

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pr-

T0

:

:

Jgr

FAILURE TO
OBSERVE RULES

and the envelope and card sent on as CHARGES BRUTALITY
first class matter.
The addressee
AND NON SUPPORT
must pay two cents to get them out
of the office.
Las Vegas, Feb. 9. Divorce papers
Nonconformity With Postal RegulaThere are also regulations governtions Causes Much Mail to ReThe max- have been filed in the district clerk's
ing the size of
main Undelivered.
office by the attorney of Mrs. Anita
imum size allowed is 3
by 5
inches, and anything over that is not MacKenzie of Union county, prelimThe dead letter office at Washing- allowable.
the double inary to divorce proceedings against
Therefore,
a wealthy
ton, D. C, is constantly kept busy by
MacKenzie,
ones
the long
just coming Alexander
receipts of large quantities of mail, into fashion are not mailable, ex- ranchman and stockman. The rVm-tif- f
especially postal cards, which are con- cept as printed matter. If they have
alleges that she lias not been prop
signed to the flames. The reason
one bit of writing on them besides the erly supported and charges that M;ic- because of the carelessness or ignor- address, they cannot be classed as Kenzie repeatedly nas beaten ner
ance of the public, regarding the reg- anything but first class matter.
with his fist and otherwise' cruelly
ulations and rules of the postoffice demistreated her.
partment governing the amount of MURDERER RECOGNIZED
She and the defendant were mar- postage on different styles of postal
at Clayton, N. M., October 20th,
ried
BROUGHT BACK FOR TRIAL
cards and the manner in which fancy
1S93,' one son taking the name of the
postals must be sent through the
Morelia, Mexico, Feb. 9. Jesus Lo- father having been born to them. The
mails. It is estimated that tons and
also has a child, Lorna, aged 9
pezes sin found him out when a mad
tons of unmailable and improperly
'
a
in
by a former marriage.
man
bit
killed
him.
Lopez
are destroyed each dog
sent
1903 and then fled.
He returned a It is further alleged in the petition
week at the dead letter department.
short time ago and lived quietly un- that Mr. MacKenzie is a man of great
Some time ago the department
10,- Then he was bitten by a wealth,
owning
approximately
recognized.
adopted a regulation declaring tinsel mad dog. He was sent to Mexico 000 head of sheep, 400 head of cattle,
cards unmailable. It wag found that
City for pasteur treatment and there 30 head of horses, 3,000 or 4,000 acres
the substances used to decorate the was recognized as the man wanted of land, besides snug sums' on deposit
cards often proved injurious to the for murder. Later he was brought in different banks.
clerks handling them. They rubbed hack here for trial. Lopez killed the
Mrs. MacKenzie prays for the imme.
off on their hands and worked havoc man for 37 cents and the murder was
diate payment of $2,500 as counsel
with the health of the mail handlers. that of a fiend. Jesus Juarez owed
fee, also for alimony in the sum of
And though this regulation as been him
money and failed to pay. They $100 per month during the pendency
are
a
there
more
than
effect
in
year
quaarelled and Lopez
of the suit. At the4 conclusion of the
many, people who have never heard Juarez while the latter was bathing case she will ask for
permanent all- of It, or, if they have, have forgotten in a creek and then hanged him to a
cout awarding
or
a
of
decree
mony,
all about it. And they purchase beau- tree. The noose
and when her a certain portion of all the propcaught
tifully tinsled cards at the stands and Lopez returned to the scene three
.
mail them to their friends back home. days later the unfortunate victim was erty.
Chief
Justice W. J. Mills, in chamThousands fondly imagine that they still alive. Then Lopez finished the
bers
has granted a temporary
their
here,
are properly remembering
job to his own satisfaction by shootin
order, forbidding the dewhile
restraining
in
this
reality
way,
friends
times.
Juarrez
forty
ing
from
fendant
encumbering his proptheir tinseled cards are sent direct to
"or
of any of it till afto
thence
office
erty
and
disposing
the dead letter
CHINESE KICK
ter the plaintiff shall have been given
the furnace.
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
a hearing before Associate Justice
Now the department has adopted
Feb. 9. The latest J. R. McFie in Santa Fe, February
San
Francisco,
The
another regulation.
over 20th, In the absencse of the chief
craze has such a hold on the Ameri- complication in the controversy
of aliens, which has the justice from the territory.
the
rights
cards1
tinseled
can people that many
In its throes,
are sent in envelopes. The new regu- United States and Japan
local
Chinese of NEGRO GUILTY
by
preparation
must
be
isjhe
lation is that the envelopes
Presithat
a
OF FIENDISH MURDER
statement, complaining
tightly sealed, that none of the fine dent
is
Roosevelt
discriminating
Ottumwa, la., Feb. 9. Joe Hopkins,
particles of the injurious substances
in favor of a negro
their
countrymen
against
one
government inspector of
So
sends
out.
whenever
may get
will
which
A
memorial
the
in
the
meats,
Japanese.
John Morrell Packing
a tinsel card as a letter, it behooves
to
by
the
be
president
telegraphed
envelhere, and one of the
Company's
plant
of
him to see that the flap .the
of six
companies, most prominent negroes of this city,
representatives
sealed
is
tightly.
ope
which form the Chinese benevolent is in jail suspected of the fiendish
Some one has invented a scheme association In
California, enumerates murder of Miss Clara Rosen, a young
designated to evade the regulations all of the alleged abridgements of white woman, whose death shocked
of the department, In the envelops
rights under which the Chinese claim the entire community. The police aswith a hole in the corner, The inare suffering.
sert that they have the right man.
ventor thought that a
stamp they
Miss
Rosen, a choir singer, aged 28
could be placed on the card and canfeverishness with chil- years, was murdered Friday night
Threatening
celed through the hole. Since post- dren Is quickly and safely calmed by here. The
body was terribly mutilage stamps must be on the outer Preventics. These little Candy Cold ated. She was to have been married
cover of anything mailed, a stamp that Cure Tablets should always be at the next
day to Sanford Carlston, a
can only be seen through a hole, is hand for promptness Is
mine owner of Ironton, Wyo.
exactly the same as no postage at all. Preventics contain no quinine, nothing j .
Cards with no writing on them may harsh or sickening. They are indeed,
it is an admitted fact that real esbe mailed In unsealed envelopes for "the stitch in time." Carried in tate, nnanciai men and merchants all
one cent, being classed as printed mat- pocket, or purse, Preventics are a (ay that quickest and best retraltsare
ter. But if there la writing on the genuine safeguard against Colds. 25c. obtained by advertising
the New
t
ard," the
Btamp is canceled Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
(Mexican,""'
s.
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LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO

$500-00- .

e

P. DAViES, ASeit
of Company.

Willard,

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00 AND BUSINESS

Tae Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
: APPLY

mm

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

semi-annually-

:

Eot

ir

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 60 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
.
at 8 per ceut per annum payable

:

of more Homes

This Opportunity is Extended for a Limited Time Only

WILLARD TOWNSITS

.

Wr&

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

ARE OWNERS OF THE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

C

we will give' one adjoining

BELEN,

FREE

TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

A R D

Town Lot

To Encourage the Building

COMPANY

one-cen-

CUT-OFFI-

new mexico.

THE CITY OF WIL LARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 1905. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitani.s.
It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running- east and west from
Chicago to al! California points and th 3 NcwMoueo Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wun me Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. Tiie best shipuiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

post-card-

LOCATED ON BELEN
SANTA FE RY;

-

&

ADDRESS

NEGROES DEFIANT AND
ASSAULTS CONTINUE
Tittsburg, Pa., Feb. 9. Many persons gathered in the vicinity of the
east end police station yesterday morning, believing that .Limes Dickson, the
arrested Saturday nin;M for insulting a white woman and who
escaped being lynched by an
infurHt.' d mob, would be 'given a
h.ri.1;!'. Owing to the inability of
the young woman to appear against
negro until today, the case
was nnstnnned.
Maelstrnte Bradv
who sentenced a number of negroes to
has
ong terms in the workhouse,
received an anonymous letter advising
him to be more lenient in dealing
with the blacks or he would meet with
violence. Notwithstanding the string-wif- e
ent measures taken by the authori-years- ,
ties, a majority of the negro popula- tion
.and there is" appar- entlv no abatement of the assaults
against white women
nnr-rov!- y

are-defia- nt

LETTER LIST,

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending Feb. G, 1909.
If not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to tiie dead letter
office at Washington: '
Adams, Charles,

rovement Co.

I

RAID

GAMBLING

RESORTS.

teg

i Duran, Silverio.
T)unley, H. J.
Fear, Alfred.

CO.

Lopez, Juan.
Lobato, Alberto.
Maltom, W. E.
Medrano, Toney.
Martinez, Genoveba S.
Penoyer, John L.

Quintana, Ursalita.

Romero, Mrs. Manulita.
Rodriguez, Maria Elvira.
Santa Fe, Hotel.
Sais, Bitor.
Stelbart, Dadtey.
Van "Hart, Miss Stella.
Vigil, Pedro A.
Williams, Chas.
Wilkersons, Mrs. Rosie.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Postmaster.

S3

1

TIME TABLE ALL LINES
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Complied According to Scedule of
Trains Now in Effect.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAc.
Souchbound, leaves Sai.ta Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 420 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
at 10:45 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
Fe 3:40 p. m.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. in.
No. 720
4:20 p.m.
No. 722
No. 724
7:20 p. m.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
No. 1.

No. 723
No. 725
No. 720

Gallegos, N. F.
Gonzales, Mrs. Maria.
Gomez, Alejo.
Gutierrez, Vicente.
Kirkwood, George E.

ft

Durango, Colo., Feb. 9. In accordance with a determined effort to completely stamp out all gambling, three
gambling joints were raided early the
other morning by the sheriff, assisted
FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,.
by a number of deputies. The places
raided were the Oxford hotel, a sa- 1S1 Palace avenue.
loon, the Horseshoe Club and The
FOR SALE Good
Antler saloon. The roulette wheel,
upright piano,
faro and other games of chance were nquire at Wagner Furniture company
found being conducted in full swing. store.

.-

C. D.
Collins, C. L.

Bragg

Larson,

own

6:M) p. m.
ra.

10:55

connects with

No..

j.

and 2,
west, at

10

east, and No. 3, Limited,
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso steeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, easU
bound.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at ail stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
So. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the,
west at Lamy, waiting only for N
10 from the south, and No. 3 fr$a

the east
The seals and record T;ooe tor notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print'
lng company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
.

Foley's Orino Laxative cures constiEngraved cards devised and
pation and liver trouble and makes
a specialty at the
the bowels healthy and regular. Orino is superior to pills and tablets as New Mexican Printing office. Any
It does not gripe or nauseate. Why one standing in need of such will do
well to call at this office and examine
take anything else? Sold by ill
Bamples, style of work and prices.
wedding--

invitations

J

FOR RENT House No. 307 Palace
avenue.
Also, office rooms, elgado
building. Apply to B. M. Read.
FOR SALE A second-linsteam
boiler in good condition. It will bo
disposed of at very low price. Ap;v
to the New Mexican Printing
FOR

The

RENT

cottage

on

modern

seven-roome-

Grant Avenue,

oc-

cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
nffiee.
nt the New
?T"'.-?caJ- i

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
$G;
the' two for $10.
Pleadings,
to
Mexico
New
Code, Laws of
Adapted
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather $3.
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
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Minor City Topics
(Continued
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Q

From Page 2.)

Board of County Commissioners Interrogate Several Witnesses at a
Meeting This Forenoon.

Council Meeting Tonight The city
council wil moot this evening at 8
o'clock in the Board of Trade rooms
in the Prince Block on Palace avenue.
Installing Hot Water Heat Wood-Davi- s
Hardware company Is installing a hot water heating system in the
federal building, which is one of manv
improvements to be made upon that
United States office building.
District Court at Bernalillo Judge
Ira A. Abbott and John Venable,
clerk of the district court, left Albu- for Bernalillo this morning,
where Judge Abbott will receive the
report or the Sandoval county grand
jury, which has been holding sessions
the past ten days.
Son Born to Blake Franklin
The
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Blake Franklin, who left Santa Fe several months
ago for Washington, D. C, where Mr.
Franklin entered the law department
of the forestry service, will be pleased
to learn that a son has been born to
them.
Indiariians Will Meet A meeting of
Indianians will be held shortly to pass
statehood resolutions to be addressed
to Senator Beveriilge. Among the In- dianians in Santa Fe are Adjutant Gen- eral A. P. Tarkington, Colonel George
W. Prlchard and Assistant Terrltor- ial Auditor M. C. Miller.
Last Night of Passion Play At the
opera house, the Passion Play is the
drawing attraction. This will be the
last night of these beautiful pictures
and these films will not be shown in
this city again. There will be no
show Wednesday night, but beginning
night the largest of all
shows will be given. Thirty-si- x
hundred feet of film will be shown every
night at both shows, making it better
than ever.
Catholic Statistics Advance sheets
of the Official Catholic Directory, published by the M. H. Wiltzius company,
Milwaukee, Wis., give the following
statistics regarding the Santa Fe diocese:
Population (Catholic) about
127,000; archbishops, 1; clergy, 75;
ciuirches, 2 to; colleges and acad
emies, 9; parishes with schools 12- -

The board of county commissioners
held a brief meeting yesterday afternoon and decided to hold an investigation this morning, relative to the
cause of the court house lire. Accordingly several witnesses were sub- (
I"onaecl and were on hand at 10
o'clock this morning in the temporary
office of the probate clerk on Galisteo
'

street.
district Attorney E. C. Abbott
terrogated the witnesses, the first of
whom was F. C. Wilson, clerk of the
district court, who said that the fire
in the stove in his office was prac-fo- r
tically out when he left at 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon. He spoke of the

trouble the flue had caused and he
described the flue, stating that it was
a metal pipe going up into the office
of the sealer of weights and measures
on the second floor, then through the
wall into the court room and thence
He mentioned
through the ceiling.
the trouble It had given in the way
of smoking and that it required fre- qnent cleaning from soot. When
asked if he thought the fire might
have communicated from the flue, he
said: "Yes, I think it very possible if
not probable that the fire was caused
by this flue." He said that the stove
was co,tl wl,en hc entered the office
to remove the records during the fire,
.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
wa net questioned and was followed
1)y Charles A. Gildersleeve who was
one of the first to appear upon the
scene nfter the fire alarm was
pd' I,e kicked open the court room
We have marked a lot of goods at still lower prices in order to move
door and went into the court room.
He described the fire as covering
them out. We positively close our store on the thirteenth of this month.
about thirty square feet of the ceiling
in .the southwest corner, that it had
Come now; come quickly, if you wish to take advantage of these big, big
evidently continued downward along
a pillar and communicated to the floor
bargains.
which was on fire between the second
and third rows of chairs and also to
the aisle running east and west be-- '
tween the two sections of chairs.
was
Feliciano
Sena
questioned
bi'iefly and A. M. Dettlebach, secre- j tary and marshal of the fire company,
A big lot of White Birch soap at 8 bars for 23 cents.
children attending, 1,830; orphan asy- was the next witness. He said the
8 bars Mascot yellow soap for 25c.
pressure of water was good throughlum, 1; orphans, 75; chairtable
out the fire and that when he arrived
4.
2 boxes Twenty Mule soap chips, 13c.
j
on the scene the fire was so located
Snow Blockade Xo trains passed
the attic that it was imover the Rio Grande between Embudo throughout
to extinguish it; that the
possible
and Antonito yesterday.
The train
stairway to the tower was on fire.
having here yesterday morning went Wo pnvo Vila nnininn thai thp flrp lifirf
to Embudo and returned to this city.
rom tne flne before men
me otner train elm not even venture orlR,nnted
We have slashed the prices of high-gradstill
farther.
pipes
tioned and might have been smoulderout of Antonito.
A
terrific snow
in the attic over
Meerchaum pipes at from $1.30 to $ 4.00, formerly sold at from three to six storm prevailed in southern Colorado ing for some time
the court room.
and northern New Mexico yesterday,
James Baca, Celso Lopez, treasurer,
dollars. These are genuine bargains, and cannot be duplicated.
the hardest it is said since 1889. It is and
Tranquilano Iloybal, the janitor
$3.00 Briar pipes, mounted in sterling silver or gold, for $3.50.
thought, however, that trains can get of the court house, were examined, but
through today. The southbound left
no additional evidence.
Very fancy pipes mounted and with genuine amber bits at from 95c to Antonito two and a half hours late produced
'Flnwir W MnrsVi
rtnlintv district
and it is anticipated that both trains
nientioned 1ne poor condition
$3.50.
will be able to make their trips today.
0f tll6 flue f,om the difitrict c,erk.g
Traffic from Antonito west, over Cum- offlce and thnt he ad often gone int0
bres is held up on account of the the
Rlt,c an( onto the roof and
storm'
j
cleaned the pipes' taking therefrom
Weather Report Snow fell jester- - ihree and four buckets of soot; that
day from 7:42 to 9:24 a. m., and from the stoves would work well and stop
10:40 to 11:03 a. m. It was an un-- 1 smoking a short time when the same
Lunch baskets, at 5c and 10c.
usually windy day, the highest veloc-- : operations had to be gone through
Willow Clothes Baskets at $1.00.
ity of the wind being 4t miles per wjtn again. He stated that the wood- hous from the West at 3:30 p. m. WOrk where the pipe penetrated the
A big lot of household necessities at 21,&c, 5c and 10c. These are dippers,
The maximum temperature was 38 de- - flooI. jn the attic was covered with
pie plates, whisk brooms, soap dishes, stove pokers, cake pans, etc. Oat- grees at 2:20 p. in., and the minimum tin,
The
was 20 degrees at midnight.
t n00n it Was decided that suffi- meal bowls, 75c a dozen. Inner plates, $1.00 a dozen. 75c butter dishes for mean
temperature was 29 degrees or cjent witnesses had been examined so
2 degrees below normal.
Relative nu- 23c. Souvenir china, 10c, in place of 25c. Granite milk pans, 15c. Pudding
a renort could be made to the
G a.
SG per cent; at G p.
at
m.,
midity
insurance companies having policies
pans and preserve kettles away down below value.
m., 37 per cent; average, G2 per cent. upon the building and the examinalxwest temperature during last night, tion was concluded. The board ad17 degrees; temperature at '6 a. ni. to- journed until 2 o'clock this afternoon
day, 18 degrees. Precipitation for the to receive reports from the various of24 hours ending at G a. m today, .04 of ficers as to the furniture burned in
an inch of snow.
their respective offices.

BIG BARGAINS

DOWN

THE PRICES

GO

LAUNDRY SOAP

iusti-tuion-

sound-Wednesda- y
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PIPE BARGAINS

'

e

HOME GOODS

'

w

GLASS GOODS

Another cut in Glass
ments now two for 15c.

Goods.

Fifte

Pickles,

en-ce-

10c.

A

Mustard and

Condi-

See them In the basket, and take your pick.

Grape Juice, two for 15c or 75c a dozen.

at
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bargain lot of goods in glass at

5c.

Ten-ce-

A lot of 20c Pickles, etc.,

See them on the counter.

COCOA
Imperial Cocoa is made by the Dut ch process and ia very soluable. Half
Huyler's
pound cans formerly 40c, now 30c; quarter pound cans 15c.
Cocoa, half pound tins, 25c; quarter pound tins, two for 25c.

Huyler's

Bak-

WILL REMOVE BODIES.

LOOKS BAD FOR

Superintendent A. J. Chapman of
the Santa Fe National Cemetery has
been informed that the quartermaster
general, M. Gray Zalinski, of the U.
S. army, has directed that the following bodies be removed from their
present resting place near Old Albuto
the Santa
querque and transferred

COUNCIL HOLDS
LENGTHY SESSION
(Continued

MARKETJREf GRT.
WOOL MARKET.
Wool unchanged.
Boston, Feb. 9.-- - Local wool dealers
are still trading in foreign products
in the absence of domestic stocks.
Prices are very firm, but attempts to
obtain extreme figures are resisted.
From 191-to 21 cents for choice to
poor clips is being paid in Arizona
where shearing is progressing rapidly.
LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, Feb. 9. Cattle Receipts,
.1,000.
Strong. Beeves, $1.20;,' 57.0;.):
Texas steers, $4,234 $3.70; western
steers,
stackers and
$4.0()$3.(io.
feeders, $.'J.20$3.30; cows and heif- iers, $l.83$5.C0: culves. $5.50fft$7.7.r.r.
Sheep Receipts,
Weak.
14,000.

Council Joint Resolution No. 10,
providing- for the payment! of the
freight on the furniture for the Kxecu
live ManCion. not to exceed XMn).
furniture being expected to arrive at
Santa Fe within a few days, was after
debate referred to the committee on
finance.
The .Council, adjourned until tomorrow afternoon at two o'clock.

2

'Westerns,
13.90
$7.60

$3.25&$3.C0;

yearlings,
western lambs. $5.50?i

f 7.00;

Kansas City, Feb. 9. Cattle Receipts, 11,000. Market strong to 10
cents higher. Southern steers, $3.75
3.7G;
southern cows, $2.254.25;
cows and heifers, $2.005.75; stock- -

$3.204.75; calves, $3.0000.50; west!
ern steers, $4.2500.25;
western
steers,
$4.25G.25; western cows,

il'

$2.7504.75.
Hogs Receipts, 17,000. Market is
strong.
Bulk, $5.80G.35; heavy,
5.256.40; packers and butchers,
b.uu'u.oo; ngrt, ?u.9U0UO;
pigs,
$4.5005.25.
Sheep Receipts, 7,000. Market is
steadyq. Muttons, $4.2505.40; lambs,
$6.2507.35;
range wethers, $4,000
G.40; fed ewes, $3.0005.00.
MANY WOMEN INJURED
IN

LEGISLATIVE THUMB
NAIL SKETCHES
Simplification of Rules Councilman
is working on a simplification
the Council rules in accordance
modern ideas. He has already
secured a change which puts a bill
on us second reading wltnout special motion or routine being necessary. He also desires to change the
rule that will place committee reports
upon their regular course without a
motion to adopt such report, and a
procedure which will substitute a bill
passed by the House for any bill of
the same tenor that may be in Council committee.
The Proper Kind of Citizen The
citizen that can't boost his own town
or state when away is a sorry one, indeed. Boosting is what makes a place
and it is highly gratifying to find
someone who never overlooks an opportunity to say a good word for the
place from which he comes. As could
be well expected, Thos. P. Gable of
this city, who is always boosting, is
quoted in the Denver Post as follows,
all of which indicates what a thorough and patriotic citizen Gable is:
"If we don't get statehood this time,
all signs fail' and all men are liars
that is to'say, a majority of those men
who represent us at Washington are,"
said Thomas P. Gable of Santa Fe, N.
M who is in Denver with his wife,
who has successfully withstood a seri
ous operation at St. Luke's hospital.
Mr. Gable has long been prominent
in New Mexico politics. He is at present sergeant-at-arm- s
of the New Mexi
co senate. He is also a close friend of
Governor Curry and there is no one
more competent to judge of the situation with inference to statehood.
"We will get what we want this time,
I have no doubt
separate statehood.
Our big lobby got back from Washington recently with assurances from
a majority in the United States seriate as well as in the house, that the
prayer of New Mexico which has been
years will be
going up for twenty-fiv- e

at last heard.
Speaking of general conditions in
New Mexico, Mr. Gable was enthusiastic. "A great many factional disputes have been settled through the
wise mediation of Governor Curry and
an era of unusual prosperity is cer.
tainly opening out just ahead. The
mineral and agricultural resources of
New Mexico are being developed rapidly and the immigration of live,
Americans is rapidly increasSo we're all right. " Let them
ing.
once give us statehood and we'll do
the rest."

Chicago, Feb.

Several

9.

We have quite a lot of Tree Brand Tea In Oolong Japan and
Black and Green,

These are very fine flavored teas and sold at

Mixed
35c and

for pound and half pound packages. We now offer them at 25c nd
30c packages for 20c. A
60c; COc one pound packages Japan Tea for 40c;
very fine mixed Tea at 40c per poudd.
70c

FRESH EGGS
Fresh laid New Mexico Eggs, per dozen,

40c.

mm us

FIRE.

BIG

women

are reported injured in a fire which
ce
swept the fashionable Ballard
ment building on the south side
day. A hundred and fifty persons
ling in the building rushed down the
fire escapes, some jumping from the
apart-Prin-

first floor windows. The hallway was
filled with a dense smoke when firemen arrived. They helped the women
carrying childrn in arms, through the
suffocating smoke to safety. The Ballard is a five story structure. There
are many fine residences in the neighborhood.
THE DOG .THAT FAILED.

Tacoma, Wash.,
9. Tony
Feb.
Christi, owner of a candy store, tied
a watch dog to his safe. Burglars
later entered the store, blew open the
safe and got about $G00 in cash and
stole tlje dog.
Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the New
ican Printing company.

and
Mex-
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Proprietor.

Harvey System Man.

POLICEMAN
Yesterday a
preliminary hearing was held of the
Given Either in
caus against former Mounted PoliceOil GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
SPANISH
and Tom
man George F. Murray
with
both
selling
charged
Baiuter,
HAACKE
auor without license and also with
Nusbaums'
Washington Ave.
intoxicating drink to the... In-- ,p
vr at
for in- Mntirmnl flpmcterv
or care New Mexican.
suomurea
rV.
Tne
evidence
dians.
terment;
was
men
exceptionally
the
against
xvmaju., O
of lafl,
f
jonn jonnston,
eyen &
t
T
on i
-sas cavairy; wsw r. n r Ky.
Santa Fe showing a shipment of It
n ami,. u,T tnoi
men
at
accused
tain, (jompaiues
to the
UUUl
.
i.ivvtmo
inuumo j. Mnrtntc.
rnvnia cavairy; mi
Ihls
was
produced.
(Gonzales
NATIONAL BANK STATE- ,
FOR THE SICK
tion, private, companies n anu
bill, the defendants were unable
MENTS CALLED FOR
,
Sheppard to
First California cavalry;
As
the
gov
explain satisfactorily.
h
Washington, Feb. 9. The comptrolSANJc!,IUM
Lewis, private Company K, Twenty-fiftdeals very severely with ler of the currency today issued a
jemment
Ohio infantry.
that
for
taken
cases
SANTA
it is
granted
such
FE, N. M.
call for a statement of the condition
Superintendent Chapman is now ' the two men will be treated without of national banks at the close of busready to receive bids for the removal leniency.
$16 and up per week.
iness Friday, February 5th.
of the bodies in compliance with the
order of the quartermaster general.
PROMINENT ACTRESS
SERIOUSLY ILL X X X X X. X X X X X X X X
X
X
X
X
BIG CREOSOTE
PLANT DESTROYED
Kansas City, Feb. 9. Blanche
Walsh, the well known actress, was
Greenville, Tex., Feb. 9 Starting brought here yesterday on a special
Should It be that you shoul.l want a
o you know old Oanilelarlo.s
from an unknown cause and spread train from Fort Smith, Ark., to be
gem
relics and curious?
Indian
no cliance
Candelarlo has them
ing so rapidly that there is
Any one can show you the way
placed in tne hospital. She was taken
Sapphires, garnets, and torquois blue
to save the building, a fire early today ill Saturday witli stomacn ana liver
In the Ancient town of Santa Fe
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
To Oandelarlo's.
destroyed the Missouri,, Knsas & trouble, which the physicians say is
As good as you want he can furnish
ini:en
iour
Ox
Texas creosotlng piani,
Cart
In the shop beneath the old
dangerous.
you
at
is
estimated
from here. The loss
All the products of Indlanjart
Can Candelarlo
100,000
includes
gallons
Hum
and
FORCED
Oandelar.o
$200,000
BIG SMELTER
I it the ancient town of
Hows and Bankets and Pottery
Santa Fe
TO CLOSE DOWN
of creosote oil. L. G. Roots, the night
Is Candelarlo.
and
Heaton
Silver
filigree
overcome
was
of
the
plant,
engineer
9.
The
Feb.
big
Torreon, Mexico,
Anyone can show you the way
Kvery old kind of trumpery
by smoke and would have perished smelter at Velardina, owned by the 'A
To Candelarlo
Has Candelarlo
of
his
assistant, American Smelting and Refining combut for the bravery
For anything you want to know
to
want
go
For an Indian Blanket yon
J. N. McDuffln, who rushed through pany, has been closed down on
For any kind of a Ourlo
To
Candelarlo
and
dragged
flo to Candelarlo,
the flames and smoke
of a strike. The plant emand
Clhlmayos
has
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He
him to safety.
Old balletas and Navajoes
ployes about a thousand men.
There are all the kinds that any one
AFTER TWO MORE BATTLESHIPS
M
knows
SMOTHERED
MEN
FOUR
At Oandelarios
TO DEATH
Washington, Feb. 9. The Senate
Pittsburg, Feb. 9. Four men were
committee on naval affairs today
M
CURIOto death today by a rush
smothered
naval
in
the
ap
adopted a provision
Nicholas
St.
washery.
the
at
M
propriation bill for the construction of culm
9fi nnn ton hattleshins.
It is 'They were digging at the bottom of
30I 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, JM,
bank when the rush overwhelmed
thought that the bill will be reported the
X
X
X
X
;
X
tnem,
X
to the Senate tomorrow.
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Gallup, N. M., Feb.

9.
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GRAMMAR LESSONS

.

DR. DIAZ

I

TEA

1909.

St. Louis, Feb. 9.

viding for the issue of half a million
dollars for public school purposes,
was referred to the committee on education. A motion to have the bill
printed was lost by a vote of 6 to 3
on the ground that it would lose time
and that the substitute bill is an
emergency measure. Upon motion of
Mechem, the bill was taken from the
commute on education and the Council resolved itself into a committee of
the whole. Prince declining to take
the chair, President Spiess remained
in the chair. Upon motion of Prince,
the bill was read first in full and
then considered section by section.
After discussio nthe bill passed the
Council without amendment and it
now goes to Acting Governor Jaffa
for his signature.
House Substitute for Mouse Hill No.
10, was passed by Council, upon recommendation by the committee of the
whole, only Hewitt voting against it
It is understood hat Acting Governor
iKiuiiiuuaiiii urn Bij;n me niu lnmnie-diatel-

.

ing Chocolate, per

pound, 40c.
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